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Me 4, 1950

Band titeders Win Arnold Winkenhofer
21 Superiors In
May 18 At
State Music Event To Speak

stely 1 50 parents, The blue ribbon in the girls'
lub members attended formal dress event went to Char'ounty 4-H Rally Day lotte A kers and Jacqueline
High Ratings Go To
Prizes And Ribbons
at East Side Grade Shoulders with Eunice May
Piano Students
Two
Young receiving the red ribbon
Will Be Awarded In
Seventy-Two Seniors To Receive Diplomas; Class
With Three Vocalists
e Shoulders was se- and Martha Sue Porter the The Several Events
e revue winner from white. Anna Neal won the
Night Is Scheduled For Tuesday, May 16, When
Excellent
Winning
Set For Saturday
other contestants. Miss blue ribbon in t h e semi-tailorHigh
Butler's
Will Be Prescnted To Honor Pupils
Awards
of
Members
event
costume
with
ed
Dell
Daisy
Pink
who modeled a
A show qf artificially sired heifSchool Band won 21 superiors of
Arnold Winkenhofer, former
quesette evening dress Holt receiving the red.
er calves will be held on the
27 entries in the annual high(Please turn to Page Six)
football coach at Butler, will dee woolen jacket, will
street'at of the courthouse by
school music festival held Friday
liver the principal address at
Caldwell county in
mem rs of the local Tr -County
and Saturday at Bowling Green,
.commencement exercises for ButJune 6-11 at the State Golf Clinic To Open
Ar • icial Breeding Association
announces.
director,
Bryant,
V.
K.
ler's 72 seniors Thursday night,
Revue. Ann Neal was Season At Local Club
.m 12:30 p. m. to 2 p. m. SaturThe school's vocal department,
May 18, at 7:30 p. m., at the
and will represent
ay, May 6, County Agent R. A.
NanMiss
of
under the direction
school auditorium, it is announced
y in a clothing judging
Mabry announces.
cy Stowers, won two excellents
by C. T. Pollard, superintendent
the district meeting at
Purpose of the event, he said,
with two local piano pupils winof city schools.
lle on May 26. She also
is to give dairymen in the area
ning superior ratings and one getWinkenhofer is assistant directhe Lexington show.
covertd by the local association a
ting excellent.
tor of Safety Service for the
Crenshaw won the
chance to see calves that have
The band received superior ratSoutheastern area of the Amerionstration contest with
been sired artificially from bulls
ings in both the Contest number
can Red Cross, with headquarters
Toy Drum." She will
owned by the Kentucky Artificial
and sight reading.
in Atlanta, Ga,
the district contest at
Breeding Association which supInstrumental solos and ensemr e-commencement activities
lie this month.
plies semen used in breeding
bles winning superior ratings
foi the seniors will begin with
boys' demonstration,
cows for members of the local
saxophone;
Horn,
Patricia
were
an all-day trip to Mammoth Cave
s and Dwayne Felker
association.
Rosie. Beck, a lto clarinet; Bob
Friday, May 12. This will be folcontest with "How to
Prizes and ribbons • will be
AlexanDavid
McConnell, cornet;
lowed by the annual Junior-Sene Poultry Feeder."
awarded as follows:
Aer, creative writing; Bob Hogan,
ior prom at Eastside gymnasium
for the contest included
Jersey breed: first ,prize, blue
cornet; Jimmie Boren, baritone;
Saturday night, May 13.
vn Crawford Bell, home
ribbon, $5; second prize, red ribC. V. Whitney's Mr. Trouble (above) t Doug Dodson up, Don Gregory, drums; Barbara
Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido, pasteacher at Fredonia
bon, $3; third prize, yellow rib- is one of the hopefuls to win this year's Kentucky Derby. Mr. Franklin, flute; Chloe Ann Wintor of the Central Presbyterian
ol: Mrs. Ed Johnstone;
ron, $2, and fourth prize, white Trouble outran Oil Capitol, winter book favetite to take the Derby,
ters, flute; Martha See Gresham,
ARNOLD WINKENHOFFJf,, citerch, will deliver the baccalauA. Nelson, county asribbon, $1.
at Keenland, April 2.2..ise.lhe $27,850 Bluegrass stakes. (AP Wire- flute; Steve Pollard, clarinet;
- - reate address at Butler auditorforestry. Lunch was
'
Guernsey breed: first prize, photo)
Nancy Farmer, piano, and J0811
ium Sunday night, May 14 at
by t h e Princeton
Rose And Garden Club
blue ribbon, $5; second prize, red
piano.
Robinson,
7:30 p. m.
Farm Bureau and Ott
ribbon, $3; third prize, yellow ribSorority Style Show
Patricia Horn, To Hear Miss Iwasaki
Gregory,
Don
Class Night will be held TuesMART WARREN
ers Clubs.
bon, $2, and fourth prize, white
Hamby,
Marjorie
Catlett,
Wayne
Draws Crowd Of
day night, May 16, at 7:30 p. m. in
Gardens
Japanese
On
Plans for the official- opening ribbon, $1.
om all county clubs
Brasher,
Rosie Beck and Connie
the style show review of the 1950 golf season this after225; 13 Models Appear
Guest speaker for the Prince- Butler auditorium. David AlexanHolstein breed: first prize, blue
drum ensemble; Bob McConnell,
ns for the various pro- noon at the Princeton Golf and ribbon, $5; second prize, red ribRose and Garden Club at its der, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
ton
atpersons
Approximately 225
Bob Hogan, David Alexander,
e awarded to the fol- Country Club include a golf clin- bon, $3; third prize, yellow ribregular
meeting Friday night, Alexander, who has an all-A recStyle
tended the Beta Sigma Phi
Jim Hodge, Jim Boren and Laric and an exhibition match by bon, $2, and fourth prize, ,white
George Coon library ord for his four years Of scholasat
4,
May
Several Adjustments
Show presenting Penney's annual ry Wilson, sextette; Bob McConIris Patterson, Margaret Jessie (Deacon) Thomas, golf ribbon, $1.
Yasu Iwasaki, who tic work at Butler, will be valebe
.will
Miss
May Dress Carnival Friday night, nell, Bob Hogan and Jim LeftNeeded For Maximum
Agnes Trarlor, Mary professional at the Enlisted Men's
program on Japa- dictorian. He is•a member of the
a
present
will
First prize winner of the best
April 28, beginning at 7:30 p. m., 4vich, cornet trio; Bob McConnell,
Butler Band and was one of the
nt, Linnie Jane Vinson, Golf Course at Ft. Knox; Jack one to three-day-old' calf of any
Benefit Of System
it was reported by Mrs. Fred Bob Hogan, Jim Leftwich and nese flowers and gardens.
nine members selected to play in
yce Kenneday, Bonnie Williams, professional at Hop- breed will be a blue ribbon and
Princeton's n e w water filtra- Jake, who was in charge of the Donnie Buckalew, cornet quarMiss Iwasaki received her colthe All-State Band at Louisville
Raynell Boaz and Doris kinsville club, Sam Koltinsky, lo- $5. The second prize winner in tion plant went into operation
program. Groups of street dresses, tette; Patricia Horn, Barbara Bis- lege education in the United during K. E. A. He is also editor
eived blue ribbons in cal amateur champion; the local this event will receive a red rib- here Tuesday night with the turnsportswear and children's clothes hop, Wilma Prince and Howard States. She was graduated from of the 1950 annual.
pot holder and dish pro, Hart Warren, and Harrell bon, the third winners, a yellow ing of water into softener tanks
were shown, after which punch Stone, saxaphone quartette; Bar- Simpson College, Indianola,
Eleanor Ann Jones, daughter of
t Those receiving red Kirkpatrick, amateur of Green- ribbon, and the fourth will be and the aeration of water, Philip
and cookies were served. Mrs. bara Franklin, Martha Sue Gres- Iowa, and did postgraduate work Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jones, Ed• Judy Griffin, Sarah ville.
awarded a white ribbon. The More, city water department en- Clelland Carr and Mrs. Ed Carter ham, Chloe Ann Winters a n d at Northwestern University, Chi- .
dyville road, is salutatorian. She
and Patricia Ann
Jack Ryan, who was previously same prizes will be awarded for gineer, announces.
presided over the table.
Laura Prince Smith, flute quar- cago. For 20 years she taught at has been active in the vocal muribbons in this event scheduled to play at the opening, the best calf from a grade cow.
NagaCollege,
Woman's
Kwassui
The new system, which is exBeta Sigma Phi members ap- tette.
sic department and is editor of
ed to Betty Rickard, will be unable to attend because
Judge for the show will be pected to make the water softer,
Bill McCaslin won excellent in saki, Japan. When the second the school paper this year.
pearing as models were Mesdames
ner, Marlene Ram- of "pressing personal business," Glen Williamson, field agent in
her
event with Ann atomic bomb hit Nagasaki,
cleaner, and better tasting, will Frederick McConnell, Glenn the baritone
Others appearing on this pro!ila Walker, Wanda Sue it was explained. However, he dairying from the College of
need several adjustments before Bright, Billy Robinson, John Aik- Quisenberry winning excellent in school lost seven teachers and 80 , gram were selected by their
nd Clara Belle Orange. requested that another invitation Agriculture, University Of Kengirls.
group.
a noticeabige difference in th
solo
alto
the
Harold
Jr.,
, R o y Rowland
I clasarnates. They are Pat Horn,
eceiving hlite•ribbons in be extended to him at a later tucky.
During the last year, Miss giftorian, and daughter of Mr. and
Superior rating in the piano
supply occurs, the engineer said. j Rowland, Sam Koltinsky, Jr.,
1 frock contest we re 44 it was said.
Prizes and ribbons will be furRobinson
in
and
studying
been
Joan
has
Iwasaki
to
went
event
Before turning the plant over Robert Williamson, C. W. Scott,
Mrs. C. A. Horn, Green street.
n Wood, Ella Mae MasAccording to Warren, the var- nished, Mr. Mabry said, by the
F;armer with Chloe Ann Nashville, Tenn. While here she
plays in Butler Band and
thy Massey and Ardea- ious types of golf shots demon- Kentucky Artificial Breeding As- to the city for operation engi- Shelby Pool and Misses Joan Ber- Nancy
She
excellent.
Mrs.
and
Dr.
winning
of
will
guest
be the
' played in the All-State band.
haw. Red ribbons were strated at the clinic, whic h. is sociation, F. E. Jones, R. C. Nich- neers, who built the plant, will ry, Margaret Ann Cartwright and Winters
J. J. Rosenthal.
Howard Stone, Jr., son of Mr. and
to Ida Lou Lamb, Jonell scheduled for 1:15 p. m., will be ols, J. W. Hazzard, directors of the send instructors here to teach the Wanda Wadlington.
Visitors to the club meeting, Mrs. Howard Stone, Sr., Darby
Children appearing in the show I. C. Makes Change
Barbara Lou Dunning, attempted by the players during local association, and Wood's local water men how to operate
which will be held at 7:30 p. m., street, is class prophet. He playthe equipment.
were Sherry Aikins, Wayne Row-rbara P'Poll51 and Bobby the 18 hole exhibition.
Drug Store, Princeton.
In Train Schedule
a r e welcome. Business will be ed in the All-State band and is
According to Mr. More, it may land, Glenda Bright, Irma Carr,
lins with white ribbons
Others, Mabry added, helping
Changes in the departure time discussed and there also will be a vice-president of the senior class.
Bonnie Kingery, Jacqueto make ,the show possible are be several weeks before the Pions Brenda Pool, Kay McHarg, Karen of four Illinois Central trains
flower exchange.
Albert Lee Page, class grouch,
ols, Sandra Carner, WanMayor Clifton Hollowell, city po- leading to residences will be McHarg, Roy Ervin Rowland and from Princeton became effective
material
McConnell.
corrosive
the
of
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. A. S.
Freddie
clean
e, Helen Capps, Anna
lice department, city council and
1,
May
Monday,
m.
a.
12:01
at
Page, Ratliff street. Albert Lee
that has collected in them during
It, Dottie Boyd, Oneata
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, sorority dithe fire departfent.
with the introduction of Daylight
is a veteran of-World War H.
the last several years. This mater- rector, served as narrator.
Naomi Tosh, Nancy
cities
many
in
Time
Saving
Charles Wade, son of Mr. and
ial will come out of the faucets,
and Ann Riley.
anis
it
state,
the
throughout
C. A. Woodall Wins
Home Demonstration
Mrs. Patrick Wade, and a memhe warned. More also advised
receiving blue ribbons in
•
To
Sold
Shop
nounced.
ber of the 1949 football team, is
citizens to clean out their water Arnold's
ing, work or play clothes
Life Insurance Award
Week Is Observed By
Train 101, south bound, leaves
class lawyer.
tanks to get full advantage of the Mrs. L. B. Childress
ere Bonnie Lowery, MarA.
C.
local
Woodall,
insurance
Week
at 3:45 p. m.; train 102, north
Sarah Richie, daughter of Mr.
Former Pastor Here
"better" water.
ery, Margaret Ann Vin- Clubs This
Sale of Arnold's Shop, located bound, leaves at 12:35 p. m.; train
Fifteen Caldwell county home- man, is one of ten men to qualify
and Mrs. Ernest Richie, N. Jefolyn Adams and Susie
Lillie
Mrs.
At
Equitable
Society's
to
the
Bible
Life
for
street,
Teach
To
on Main
representing 700
103, south bound, leaves at 1:57
ferson street, is class historian.
. Red ribbons were makers clubs
Belle Childress, of Highland ave- a. m., and train 104, north bound, Baptist Institute
om e award of a dinner to be held Local Scout Troops
is a member of the Butler
She
to Shelby Jean Kennedy members are observing H
this
here
nue, was announced
Demonstration Week this week Friday at the Pendennis Club at To Attend Camporee
leaves at 1:40 a. m.
Dr. F. M. Masters, W. Market Band and has been active in Y• McIntosh.
week.
trains now make connecof lamp shades, pic- Louisville and to a box seat at
These
exhibits
with
street, former pastor of the Sec- Teen work.
ibbons for the dress-up
Two Princeton Boy Scout orThe change of ownership will tions with trains out of Louisand other articles the Kentucky Derby Saturday.
There will be several musical
ond Baptist Church and a resievent were awarded to ture frames
Winners-of--the
the
are
award
are
42,
and
38
Troops
ganizations,
Monsaid.
was
until
it
instruction
effective
Memphis,
become
not
receiving
and
ville
th Peters and Barbara made after
dent of Princeton for the last six numbers by members of the seninsurlife
selling
most
men
the
Mrs.
to
and
leaders
according
_15,
May
day,
Boy
a
project
in
expected to participate
years, has accepted a position as ior class' on this program and
mas. Joy Young received f rom local
Miss Vivian Curnutt qf the Uni- ance for a year. Mr. Woodall won Scout camporee being sponsored Childress, who said that the Annual Alumni Tea Is
instructor of the Bible at the West presentation of awards will also
ribbon.
year.
last
award
the
the
to
under
store will operate
versity of Kentucky, according
Kentucky Baptist Bible Institute be made.
May 5 through May 7 by the
same name until an official open- Scheduled For May 18
Hoine Agent Wilma Vandiver.
Senior class officers are Bob
re Received On
at Clinton, it is announced.
Scouts
Boy
District,
Three-Rivers
Address
To
Lisanby
ing is held. Date of the opening
The Butler High School annual
Homemakers are entering their
McConnell, president; Howard
w
to
Masters,
expects
o
Dr.
h
on
sville Road Job
of America, at Turkey Creek
will be announced later, she said. alumni tea will be held at the
fifteenth year as an active organ- Anton School Seniors
move his family to Clinton about Stone, Jr., vice-president; Sarah
e r e received Friday at ization, which is concerned with
Mrs. Childress, w h o has been home of Dr. and Mrs. C. H. JagAttorney Al- Kentucky Lake, it is announced.
Commonwealth's
1, recently completed writ- Richie, secretary; and Charles
June
rt for the laying of a bi- improving rural living conditions
W. D. Armstrong, Princeton, working in the office of the Ken- gers, Eddyville road, Thursday, ing the "History of Baptists In Wade, treasurer.
vin Lisanby, Eddyville road, will
s surface on the Chris- and raising...the standards of nuanis
it
m.,
p.
5
until
3
from
Company
Collar
and
Whip
tucky
Class sponsors are Mrs. Frank
be the guest speaker at com- chairman of the Three-Rivers
nty section of the Prince- trition and home comfort, Miss
members and Kentucky." The book is now be- Craig, Miss Pamelia Gordon and
mencement night exercises of camping committee, will be a for the last seven years, formerly nounced. All alumni
ing published. He has taught the
graduating
kinsville road, according Vandiver said.
1950
the
of
members
at
the store
Anton High School, Madisonville, judge in the various scout contests operated a dress shop
Every Man's Bible Class at the Cliff Cox.
received here.
class are invited.
She also said that "joining a on May 8, it is announced.
now occupied by Purdy's.
to be held at the camporee.
Seniors are Betty June Adams,
at bid was understood to homemakers' club is a chance for
• Princeton First Baptist Church Charles Adams, David
Alexander,
for the last two-years. After movit submitted by the Cor- women of rural areas to obtain
ing to Princeton from Russellville Harry Baker, Kenneth Barrett,
d Edwards Company of college courses because they are
in 1944, he became full-time pas- Rosie Beck, Mary Boyd, Connie
vale. This bid was for instructed by specialists of the
tor orrhe Seegfd Baptist Church Brasher, Randall Chambliss, Mary
10. It calls for the surfac- University of Kentucky."
where he bruit a Sunday School Cox, Martha Cranor, Carolyn
e Hopkinsvilie road from
Organized clubs now functionannex
and built a standard Sun- Croft, Anna Lee Darnell, Golden
rsection of U. S. 68 near ing in this county were listed as
Davi s, Betty Gilkey, Tommy
School.
day
kinsville city limits to Cedar Bluff, Cobb, Crider, DawGlenn, Nancy Glenn, Betty Ann
After assuming the n4w posi- Gray,
well county line.
son Road, Eddy Creek, Eddyville
Wanda Gray, Billie Joe
tion, Dr. Masters will teach the
me of the contracts to R o a d, Farmersville, Flatrock,
Gresham, Marvella Hall, Roy
old and new Testaments and Bi- Hawkins, Zelma
est bidder is expected, Fredonia Valley, Friendship, HopLou Herrod,
ble theology. The school, accordthis week, unless the kinsville Road, Lakewootl, Otter
James Hodge, Patsy Holt, Patsy
ng to Dr. Masters, was established Horn,
des the bid is too high. Pond, Quinn and Sandliek Road.
William Hunter, Adrian
case, more bids could be
about a year ago to provide teach- Jewell,
County officers for 1949-50 inEleanor Ann Jones, Jeana later date.
ing
young
under
for
privileged
clude Mrs. Hugh Yates, president;
ette Lamb, Robert E. Lee, BonChris"special
for
and
preachers
Mrs. Homer Mitchell, vice presinie Martin, Betty Makes, Josetian workers."
dent; Mrs. Floyd Jones, secretaryphine McCalister, Billie McCaslin,
treasurer; Mrs. Floyd Lewis, recMasters has had prior experi- Bob McConnell, Mattie Loll Mcreation; Mrs. A. D. McElroy,
ence in thc college field. He was Gough, Omry Dale Mea ows,
QUESTION
home furnishings; Mrs. Denny
president for five years at the Ok- John Newsom, Katherine Nickell,
YOU like to see PrinceCash landscaping; Mrs. Claude
lahoma Baptist University where Nellie Oliver, Jennie Bell Oliver,
another tobacco :esti- McConnell, clothing; Mrs. Homer
70 preachers were enrolled. He Mary F. Overbey, Albert Lee
Mitchell, canning, and Mrs. Floyd
also was president at Bethel Col- Page, Charles Paris, Donald PatANSWERS
Dunbar, 4-H.
lege at Russellville before the mor, Robert Phelps, Curtis PinE. M. McCaslin: Yes, I
presiclub
These officers and
school was closed.
negar, Ereddie Powell, Donald
This annual event creates
d
dents makeup the advisory count
Pirinegar, Dona Id Poindexter,
ndedness and brings our
m.
p.
--1-4,1"empr
dl which will meet at 1:30
Frank Pool, Billie P'Pool, Billie
1950 Cancer Drive
together in closer rela- Thursday, May 11, at the courtPrice. Wilma Prince, J. W. Purdy,
. Speaking of a certain
Closes Here Saturday
house for the annual spring
A it n
Quisenberry, Rosemary
eone remarked% "there's
Caldwell county's 1950 cancer Redd, Sarah Richie, William Sisk,
council.
consciousnesie—the peodrive is almost over with the goal Dorla Dean Stallins, Howard
live in it".
of $1,500 ahnost reached, accord- Stone, Naomi Jane Thomas, Charnd And Vocal
Butler
rank G. Wood: I would
ing to Mrs. F. K. Wylie, county les Wade, Jimmie Wallace, Norp To Give Concert
see the tobacco festival
chairman.
man Ward, Mildred Washburn,
of the spectacular beauty
he Butler High School Band
The drive ends officially Satur- John White, Billie Wilkerson,
will
festival and the splendid ande the vocal department
day night, but the hooks will be Leonard Young, Bill Young and
(ion between the town present their annual spring conkept open until the end of May Mary Virgtnia Meadows.
nty people. It keeps alive cert at 7:30 p. m. Friday, May 5,
and contributions will be accept- k
ty of a product which is at Butler High School anditorium,
ed until that-time, she said.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Mills spent
art of the pattern of the It Is announced. The band will be
PletueedAeltoove are-zipprosirnately BO woman who attended the General Electric Cooking School and Home Freezer DemonstraThe chairman also said the peo- last weekend in Paducah with
of
direction
the
under
was
school
The
under the direction of K. V. Brym.
p.
4
until
2
from
afternoon,
April
Thursday
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dipie of the county have "coopee- ner parents, Mr. and WM Rena
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Little Chips
By J.

Construction of ih4
the Latter-Day smote (
urhceh pin
opSualittiLa
, ke
u. 8. Marines were called upon chT
to quell a riot in Massschusetts
State Prison back in 1824.
years later
8.51 and vs 11
There are 1,186 4-H clubs In
m af Sr
Utah 'with a total of 8,613 mem- about 5,000,000,
tems, hidden taxes and various .bers and 1,965 volunteer leaders.
Scottish industry' is
discriminations which nullified
i the -,us• lkilaisseash.thasef
060
.
-ronnwerattetertttr.--Thir----Ths-112
ec
eTr
1,850,000
report
States
"general agreement" was not a United
The famed Morelos
members and 225,000 volunteer
treaty, but the U. S. made it a
in Belt Lake City wo
leaders.
reciprocal
new
its
part of all
In 1867.
•
trade treaties. The U. S. sat right
Utah enacted a law o
negotidown there in Geneva and
steps in the interest of wor:e
ated such treaties, incorporating comme”re. An important feature prohibit cigarettes and
it two years later.
the new agreement. In each of its of the European Recovery Pronew trade negotiations since then gram (ERP), launched in 1948, is
Consumption of wood
it has made the agreement a part the Organization of European Africa and Asia is two
treaty.
comis
It
the
Cooperation.
of
per capita a year.
Economic
The ITO charter, adopted at posed of the 19 countries being
More than 285,09t00
Havana in 1948, includes the prin- helped by ERP. Through it they of ice are used
in the U.
ciples of the general agreement, are seeking ways of removing day.
but it goes much further. It binds trade lo3rriers among themselves.
Seychelles nuts
The President's Point Four prothe nations to seek to end all
types of restrictions on interna- gram would help underdeveloped years to mature.
tional trade, including cartels, countries to build themselves UP
Nevada is the sixth
government subsidies and so to the point where they could but has the smallest
pracrestrictive
forth. It would do little to abolish abolish various
The total number of
restrictions now in effect,- but it tices, hindering trade. The latest
in the United State.
commits the nations to negotiate move was the appointment of
38,000,000, or th
conLinually to find ways to gradu- Gordon Gray, former Secretary of
world's total of 6o.
ally reduce them. The trade re- the Army, to be head of a comforms would apply to all the na- mittee to study means of filling
Joe Bedenk, who
tions which subscribed to the ITO the "dollar gay" after ERP ends. football and baseball ,
charter.
the "dollar gap" after ERP ends. State, will coach h
Representatives of 53 nations 000 difference between what Eu- ball team this s,
agreed on the charter. Only two rope buys here with ERP aid and
Penn State's •
governments have adopted it. what it sells here.) This might
es, Elmer GroF.s
Practically all are waiting for the lead to a further lowering of U.S.
and their ace scorer, M,
U. S. to ratify It first. Meanwhile, tariffs so that folfeign dollars can
Purple Heart cr.
are
further.
go
the U. S. has taken still other

An International Trade
Charter Hangs In Air

H
By Clarke Beach

1,"_ed h5 RittlotHigh
—A
grid team handed us a note a few
days ago asking that,we publish
a few words of thanks for them to
the football fans who contributed
to a fund which was to be used
to take the team to a post season
game in Florida. The note read,
"As we could not aecudle post
season game in Flordia the money
was used for a very much enjoyed Bar-B-Q. A hearty thanks from
all the Boys on the Butler Football squad." We re-checked this
quote and found no typographical
errors coming from our linotype.
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Students attending the University of Kentucky work
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on a small farm near this city, country reduced tariffs in pro• •
Santa Claus .for department stores. Hundreds of
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We hear a great deal nowaways according to Ed Blackburn. Ed portion to concessions by other
off campus, earning part or all of their expenses.
carpenters, milkmen, about the world getting worse— said he heard only part of the countries.
as store clerks, service station attendants,
attendants, linol- of folks being meaner. But what program, .but he learned that
many other restrictions reyardmen, car washers, painters, janitors, hospital
things. The girls of our ancestors of the "good old Mable is credited with being the
mained in the world, and new
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Most colleges and universities are connected witit one or two
inter- es and stole other men's wives. ter being injured by them several Before the second world war was
agencies which help students find suitable jobs that will not
work is, of Human nature has changed very times. She also has perform- over, the U. S. began its effort to
fere with school work. Doing the necessary school
outside little with the passage of the ed with most of the large circus- abolish all the barriers. The U. S.
course, the big job of all students who are advised not to do
years. There are now more of us es and appeared one time at Mad- was the chief sponsor of the Inwork that will interfere with their studies.
to commit the crimes our fore- ison Square Garden in New York.
ternational Monetary Fund, which
Oftentimes the parents of high school graduates do not en•
was established to stabilize forcourage their children to continue their education because of the
eign exchange. It led the moveexpense. But if these parents will offer a little help, along with a
ment to set up the World Bank,
lot of encouragement, the student should be able to earn enough
and
to lend money to impoverished
each week to mean the difference between remaining in school
nations for rehabilitation and dehaving to quit their education.
velopment.
In December, 1945, it proposed
that an International Trade Organization be formed, to wage- a
DICK OBERLIN
Extension of the government's old-age insurance to the farm
continuing world-wide attack on
seems nearer today than at any time since the Social Security Act
WHAS
every type of trade restriction.
was adopted in 1935. The trade union drive for private pensions,
NEWS DIRECTOR
The United Nations sponsored this
published by the steel strike and now by the Chrysler strike, has
movement, and a preliminary
helped to popularize the pension idea and to reshape rural sentiment.
Will there be opposition to It is rather surprising to note the meeting was held at Geneva in
After all, why should 1,700,000 low-pay farm workers be left out of
Earle Clements for the Democra- very respectable number of Dem- 1947. The nations assembled
this government protection for elderly citizens while mIllions Of
tic senatorial nomination? One ocratic votes cast each year in there agreed on two things: (1)
high-pay industrial workers get it?
word answers the question — t h e predominantly Republican The outline of a charter for the
organizations,
farm
the
of
oldest
Grange,
So the National
_ money! And, one man is ready to Ninth.
ITO, (2) A - so-called "general
congressional
hearings
recent
at
seemed in step with the times when
provide the opposition if the
In a campaign this year, Water- agreement", through which all the
it came out fully and strongly for immediate mandatory coverage of money for his race can be raised. field could count on retaining
his nations there adopted a code of
both farm operators and hired workers. While the American
Friends of Harry Lee Water; West Kentucky strength and gath- international commercial pracFarm Bureau Federation, largest of the farm organizations, gave its field, of Clinton, are these days ering heavy additional support
tices.
approval to bringing in farm labor, it favored omitting farm operators working all over the Common- from these other areas.
The code forbade quota sysuntil the insurance of the self-employed in other fields was tried and
wealth of Kentucky, talking with
So, it is an interesting picture
proved practical. The Grange raised no such objection. The lesser people withi money to contribute
Watifield has another thing on
National Farmers Union has long urged the inclusion of agriculture.
to political campaigns. Weeks ago, his side. He is still a young man,
the
to
A further reason for taking the government's pensions
some 40 or 50 men met in Louis- and he can afford to sit this one
farm has been developing in recent years. Without the protection of ville's Seelbach Hotel.
out. He can say: "Well, you can't
this old-age insurance, admittedly meager as it now is, many elderly
Waterfield was there and made raise the money to beat Clements.
rural people in need have been asking for public relief. In some of it clear at the time that he would
All, right, when you get fed to
the farm states, particularly in the South and Southwest, the num- be available to run against ClemBy Charles Honce
the teeth with one-man-rule one
ber claiming near-poverty and receiving grants of old-age assistance ents for the Democratic nominayear, four years, or six years from THE IRREVERENT MR. MENhas reached deplorable proportions. Old-age insurance should
CKEN, by Edgier Kemler (Attion for Senator if a campaign now, just let me know. Then, if
operate to reduce this unfortunate trer.d.
fund could be raised. He has stuck you're sincere about returnIngilk lantic-Little, Brown; $3.0)
—(The Christian Science Monitor.) to that position, and those who
The first full length biography
the Democratic party to the Dmeattended that original meeting,. ocrats—all of them—then I'll be of H. L. Mencken appeared a
have ever since been out trying ready to run."
quarter of a century ago. It was
to rustle up the cash.
The opposition to Earle Clem- Isaac Goldberg's "The Man MenThe Kentucky Department of Agriculture in a news digest
Sources close to Waterfield say ents for U. S. Senator is ready— cken." Mencken then was apwritten by J. Dan Baldwin says that television may become one of he believes there is a tremendous, when the war-chest, the
MONEY, proaching 45.
the farmer's greatest assets. Entertainment, education and how-to- largely unspoken opposition to is ready.
There also have been two bookdo-it demonstrations brought by television can be of great benefit Clements. And he is counting on
length works of criticism and
in farm living, and help bring enjoyment and contentment.
this plus a tight, hard-working
many pamphlets and articles on
the "Saga of Baltimore" in addiA surprising development of the marvelous new television organization to win him the nomination if the money can be protion to Mehcken's own three volbroadcasts is the fact, shown in surveys, that it indeed does seem
umes of reminiscences.
to make the family content to stay around the home more. Early duced.
The Mencken story again is
predictions are that this will promote wider sales of furniture,
It was Waterfield, of course,
brought up to date (Mencken is
rugs, and all the things required to "fix up" a home in line with
who lost the Democratic nominanearing 70) in Mr. Kemler's book,
its new importance as the center of family interest.
tion for governor to Clements in
By Jane Eads
as "an informal history
Reflecting apprehension over what television may do to at- a blistering, hard-fought and close
Washington — With the White described
primary election back in 1947. House under repairs and Blair of the man and his era." It is extendance at big sports events is the ban placed on telecasts of the
Big Ten football games. Also the Kentucky Derby win not sub- And, he, too is the man whose House, where they live, too small actly that, reviewing in lively
mit to a "live" telecast this year. The film will be telecast five parliamentary brilliance was the to do things up proper, President style the highlights of the Menonly thing which really snarled and Mrs. Truman took their big- cken saga, such as the °Smart
hours after the race is run.
Some experienced radio men say that television is going up the well-oiled legislative ma- shot guests out to dinner at a ho- Set" days, the launching of "The
through the same period of development that radiocasting went chinery during the session of the tel. It was the state dinner to American Mercury," the "Hatthrough. There was fear that radio might cut attendance at games. General Assembly which ended honor Chile's handsome president rack" case, the Scopes trial, the
and the like. Kemler's
two months ago.
Instead, it stimulated interest and brought out millions who had
and beautiful Senora de Gonzalez war days,
Waterfield has the skeleton of Videla and it was held at the record covers four general phases
never attended before.
—The Prodigy, The Rebel, The
Similar fears were expressed by the publiShing industry. Radio a loyal state-wide organization. nearby Carlton Hotel, where the
He always has had many firm Trumans have entertained visit- Dean and The Reprobate—a conwas to ruin newspapers and magazines. Instead, the public is readcise critique in itself.
ing newspapers and magazines in ever-increasing volume, and the presonal friends who stick to him ing dignitaries at dinner in the
He examined a vast amount of
through
and
thick
In
thin.
addipast.
same
effect
.
may be expected from television.
writing by and about the author,
tion, he can muster a pretty sizeThe hotel did all right by this including Mencken's unpublished
The printed page and radio and television broadcasting have
able number of people whom
nation's Number One h o s and six-volume monograph on the
much in common, but one element of newspapers cannot ever be
has trampled over in hostess.
supplanted. That is the documentary, visible account. It lasts as Clements
The 66 guests—men in "Hatrack" case, some 80-odd 350past
the
three
years.
long as the printing can be read, while the broadcast word or
white ties and tails, gold braided, page scrap books of press clipAny office holder, naturally,
moving picture of television lasts only in memory.
be-ribboned uniforms; the wom- pings; and he had long weekly
—(The Shelby News.) makes enemies. And, a man like en, in swishing taffetas, filmy luncheon conferences with the
Earle Clements makes more bitchiffons and lace, lustrous sat- "public scold" for almost two
ter enemies than most because of
Kentucky On The March
ins and sparkling jewels, sat at a years.
his iron tactics.
fabulous horseshoe-shaped table, "Mr. Mencken was highlx coClements' foresight in building
centered with tubs of hydrangeas, operative," Kemler relates. "He
a highly-geared,. state-wide maa sparliing fountain, masses of urged all his friends to be tomchine has given him one of the
By Ewing Galloway
pink carnations, roses and snapIf stories of community projects as good as the achievement of finest, If not the finest, organiza- dragons. The table was covered pletely candid with me and lookMt. Sterling come along every now and then, I'll keep on running tions which any political leader in with satiny white damask, set ed upon himself as a patient, undergoing surgical operation. 'He
the State of Kentucky ever fashthis column until the undertaker calls.
with gold-banded china, goldI doubt if civic leaders in any conservative old town ever did a ioned. Critics of his one-man-rule banded crystal water glasses and never advised me on how to hanbetter all-round job than the small group headed by Mr. Gatewood. methods undoubtedly w ould four different gold-banded wine dle my materials, though he insisted on reading the final draft.
The costliest item in the seven-acre self-sustaining park is a swim- pitch any campaign against him
glasses. From a balcony came the He applied his blue pencil only
on this very machine. They will
ming pool.
music of the red-coated Marine to factual errors; and most of
point out that Virgil Chapman
"Oh, yes," says Mr. Gatewood,"We are going to have a beautiBand.
these he admitted were of no imful wading pool too. A local contractor is going to build that at cost has been Clements' close friend
Mrs. Truman wore gray lace ,portarnce. Some chapters undoubtand wait for his money besides. We have a five-man board, serves for many years and that Clemwithout pay and no member of otfr families can work at the park. ents can guide Chapman with trimmed with cherry-red velvet. edly appealed to him more than
All employees will be paid, no volunteer services at park—too un- very little difficulty. They believe Daughter Margaret, who helped others. At times, he exclaimed,
dependable. We keep all 'concessions too. Free access to pool will be that Clements, if he returns to receive the guests, wore a ballet- 'This is sweet stuff,' I am delightprovided at reegular intervals for under-privileged children, but in Washington, will retain the same length gown of rhinestone-sprink- ed'. At other times, he remained
the main, we must charge admission to defray operating costs and iron control on the Democratic led chiffon. Chile's first lady incommunicado for several weeks
party machinery in Kentucky as wore white taffeta and white or- after which he confined to me
plan for expansion.
chids. The three ladies were very that my judgment was open to
'Eventually the committee hopes to erect a community center he has enjoyed as governor.
These same critics will declare impressive. There were no cock- doubt. But at no time did he ever
building on our park and provide year around recreation, but for the
present we will have to settle for such activities as horseshoe pitch- that with all state and Federal tails, but a fine Amontillado sher- suggest that the offending chaping, swings, slides, badminton, tennis, croquet, basketball, outdoor patronage in effect in the hands ry was served with the cream of ters or passages be modified in
ovens, games, wading and swimming. The garden club is going to of one man, the Democratic party mushroom soup, celery, olives and any way."
Kemler, a war-veteran of 22
is doomed. It would retain control almonds.
landscape our grounds and plant it full of flowers.
An American Rhine wine was months' service who now lives in
"We are simply investing in the future of our children and are
until there was a revulsion of the
confident that it will pay dividends in less juvenile delinquency and voters as a whole and Republi- poured with the Florida pompano Washington, prefaces his book
•
cans were swept back into office. and Pirrisienne potatoes; a Cali- thus:
finer bitizens."
The Mt. Sterling achievement is abundant proof that it is better
Certainly Waterfield would fornia burgundy with the breast
"As I see him, Mr. Mencken is
4 have a better chance this year of guinea hen, wild rice, string- a skeptic of the first rank—an
to tackle one civic job at a time.
I like to quote a line from a letter Robert Moses, New York's than he did in 1947. Three years beans, cold asparagus, and American Rabelais, Swift or
park commissioner, wrote in answer to an invitation to address a big ago. Waterfield strength was cen- champagne with the dessert, This Shaw—who has somehow abused
meeting of the Committee for Kentucky three years ago. Because tered in heavily Democratic Wes- was followed by demi-tase and his gifts. As an artist, he might
Moses had established more recreational facilities than any other civ- tern Kentucky. He ran a brilliant liqueurs, cigars and cigarettek. A have written a 'Gsrgantua' or a
ic leader in the last century, we wanted him to tell his story to Ken- race in the 1st and 2nd districts. dinner fit for a President — os 'Gtilliver's Travels.' Instead he
tuckians. He could not accept, but he relayed to,cornmittee leaders But there are plenty of Demo- rather, two presidents!
devoted himself almost wholly to
a fine bit of advice. He said:
crats elsewhere in Kentucky.
the passing. scene, and except for
•
"Pick out one or two realizable objectives and keep hammering
The other large vote Is centered
Besides the Bell system, approx- 'The American Language', the
away until you get them."
in the Bluegrass, the 3rd district imately 6,000 telephone compan- 'Days' books, and few selections
Mt. Sterling did just that.
iti the Coviltiflon-Newport area ies are operetirsg in the United from the others, has produced rut
(Syndicated By The Union County Advocate)
sad in the sprawling 9th district. States, largely In rural areas. • '4110tork.
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At The Churches

Puppets Used

•

pastor and the Rev. Richard Dm.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Clements is assistant pastor.
Wednesday evening
prayer
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
service 7:00 p.m.
• (Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday CEDAR BLUFF'BAPTIST
afternoon at 2:30.
Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor,
Pram:1215 every second and
Preaching sprvirot gypry seefourth Sunday -iiternoons at
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
2:30.
and 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting every SaturPrayer meeting every Thursday at 7:30 p. in.
day night at 7 p. m.
Sunday school every Sunday
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor. morning at 9:45 a. m.
Sunday School-10 a.
CUMBERLAND
Preaching-11 a. fn.
PRESBYTERIAN
Training Union-8 p. in.
W. H. Tallent, minister
Evening Worship-7 p. in.
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
Morning Worship, 11 a. M.
7 p. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Prayer meeting every WednesOld Madisonville Road, Rev
William E. Cunningham, pastor. day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
choir rehearsal.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 arm
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
Young People's Service 8:00

FIRST CHRISTIAN
New York — The Protestant
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Radio Commission is -going to
d Mis. H. H. Perryman City.
Services:
Mrs. Florence Parr and Miss teach the Bible on television, usghter, Betty Jo., of PhoeChurch School at 9:45 a. tn.
z., arrived Saturday to be Dorothy Parr were guests of Mr. ing puppets as actors.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
,
and-lirs—Eierbart-C4x4aranr-Iliar----Encouraged—by-the -sweets -of
cY F mean at600p m. inch
television's puppet shows, the
who is a patient in the ion, Sunday.
Sunday,
Stuart Hospital,•HopkinsSeveral from the Cumberland commission—representing 12 ProEvening Worship at 7:30
here she underwent sur- Presbyterian church attended 'a testant denominations—has inChoir Rehearsal each WednesYoung People's Rally at Crayne vested some $100,000 in 13 short
t week.
day at 7:00 p. m.
nd Mrs. Gene Rogers and Sunday afternoOn which was held films, in color and aimed primarPRESBYTERIAN
CENTRAL
TV
child
at
ily
audiences.
-P.
C.
new
the
church
in
there.
spent the weekend with
Rev, Floyd Loperfido, pastor
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. DeBoe and
The first completed film, "The
er, Mrs. Jewell Kirkwood,
SUNDAY
Mrs. Gladys Walker visited Mr. Parable of the Good Samaritan"
Dawson Springs.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Mrs. Stanley DeBoe in EddY- was enthusiastically previewed
ahd
spent
last
week
Brasher
is
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
recently in New York, Handsome,
sister, Mrs. Jimmy Kun- ville Monday.
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
T. R. Akridge and son, Charles ly mounted and with meticulously
nd Mr. Kunnecke in CalWEDNESDAY
minpuppets,
13the
sculptured
Dean Akridge were in Murray
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
ute film tells simply and straightnd Mrs. Raymond Moore, Thursday and Friday.
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
forwardly the familiar story.
enter, and Mr. and Mrs.
E. T. Lobb was called to Mexico
Although the films can be used
OGDEN METHODIST
Moore and daughter, of Friday afternoon by the illness of
by black and white sets, they are
guests
Sunday
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
were
le,
his uncle, Tom Stepheson.
filmed to ita use in color, lookChurch School, 9:45 o'clock
and Mrs. Charles QuerterThose attending a District ing forward to its use in
TV. They
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Homemakers meeting in Central
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
y guests of Mrs. J. B. City Thursday were Mrs. V. E. can also be used by church groups.
The Rev. Everett C. Parker,
6 o'clock
d Miss Dora Young were Coleman, Mrs. Russell Melton,
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
d Mrs. Polk Young, Sr., Mrs. J. J. Rogers, M r s. Walton commission director, said the BiWednesday Evening Service, 7
Mrs. Polk Young, Jr., and Woodall, Mrs. W. B. Conway, ble films had been checked for
o'clock
, Polk and Janie of Ow- Mrs. Hugh Yates, Mrs. Arlie Vin- authentic background and "artiand Mrs. H. E. Eisen son, M r s. Charles Baker, Mrs. facts" and had been approved by
FIRST BAPTIST
eton.
Charlie Wilson, Mrs. F. E. Jones the various denominations repreH. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
sented on the commission.
nd Mrs. Charles Young, and Mrs. M. F. Rice.
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
"The
action
has
been
slowed
lie, spent the weekend
Mrs. Allen Riley and Mrs.
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
r sister, Mrs. Veldin Yan- Madge Riley entertained Friday down deliberately," Parker ex5:45 p. m. Training Union
"so
plained,
be
that
will
Mr. Yandell.
children
night with a stork shower at the
THE QUEEN:. Vice President Alben Barkley has a
7:00 p. m. Evening Worship
Malcom Blackburn and
to catch all the meaning. So CROWNS
home of Mrs. Allen Riley in hon- sure
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
merry time as he crowns his step-daughter, Anne Carleton Hadrs, Marilyn and Janet, or of Mrs. Neil Hunley. Those maybe adults will understand
ley, 18, as Queen Shenandoah of the Apple Blossom festival at 7:15 p. m.
it,
too."
turned from a visit with
present were Mrs. Veldin YanWinchester, Va., last week. Miss Hadley, daughter of Mrs.
He added that the puppet
ents, Mr. _and Mrs. Duke dell, Mrs. Russell Melton, Mrs.
CATHOLIC.
is a student at New Orleans' Newcomb college. (AP ST. PAUL'S
Barkley,
BlackMr.
Detroit.
in
strings were made visible delib,
PRINCETON
Euclid Quertermous, Mrs. J. J.
Wirephoto)
home.
mpanied them
erately "because children--the
CHURCH Or THE IMMACURogers, Mrs. Paul West, Mrs. Ray
most sophisticated audience in the
Frances Dorrah spent sevelimination of the free extension LATE CONCEr-rION, EARLBlackburn, Mrs. Charlie QuerterLaw
Scooter
Motor
New
to see the strings;
last week with Mr. and
privilege for licenses of military INGTON
mous, Mrs. Jack Blackburn, Miss world—love
my Kunnecke in Calvert Dorothy Riley, Miss Vivian we think adults would rather Goes In Effect In July
personnel. This was also repealFirst, third and fifth Sundays,
have them visible."
It will be illegal for any one ed by the 1950 Legislature when Mass at 8 o'clock.
Phelps, Miss Carol Phelps, Mrs.
WALKER HAS IT
The commission currently is under 16 years of age to operate a the war emergency was declared
Second and fourth Sundays,
Malcom Blackburn, Mrs. Arlie
undecided abouf its distribution motor bike or motor scooter in ended as far as the Common- Mass at 10 o'clock.
STUME JEWELRY
Vinson, Mrs. Herman Brenda,
This
1950.
31,
July
after
Kentucky
Kentucky
of
concerned.
is
wealth
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock
SPRING
FOR
Mrs. T. R. Akridge, Mrs. John F. E. Jones, Mrs. M. F. Rice, Mrs.
was pointed out by Paul Boyd,
Therefore it will be necessary OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSRice, Mrs. Guy Nichols, Mrs. Gullett, Sue Woodall, Mrs. Allen
LKER'S DRUGS &
License
Operators
of
supervisor
for Kentuckians who are former PITAL CHAPEL
Dave Perkins, Mrs. Hervy Thomp- Riley and Mrs. Madge Riley.
JEWELRY
Section, Department of Revenue,
First, third and fifth Sundays,
ton, Ky.
Dial 3211 son, Miss Evelyn Riley, Mrs. F.
Those sending gifts were Mrs. in calling attention to changes in members of the armed forces to
V. E. Coleman, Mrs. Charles Bak- Kentucky's motor vehicle opera- secure the regular operators li- Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
er, Mrs. Harry Brown, Miss Vir- tors license laws made by the 1950 cense if they wish to drive in the
state after August 1, 1950.
Mass at 8 o'clock.
ginia Stewart and Mrs. Jimmy session of the Legislature.
Dale.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
The former provision for a speTry a Leader 'Classified Ad!
Rev. William Borntraeger is
Miss Mary Wilson, Williston,
license to operate motor bikes
cial
Fla., arrived last week for a visit
scooters by those under 16
with her father, J. A. Wilson, and
repealed.
who was injured when struck years of age has been
Those over 16 may obtain a regudown by a tractor last week. Miss
lar operators license, good for
Wilson is a member of the school
operating any motor vehicle.
faculty in Williston.
Another major change in the
Mrs. Glen Rogers entertained
with a party Thursday afternoon operators license law was the
in honor of the birthday of her method. It will probably release
daughter, Phyllis Kay. The guest them through local church—CounYes! it's certainly safer to transport your family by
list included Sharlon Baker, Peg- cils.
wheelbarrow, unless your have full insurance on your car.
gy Phelps, Diane Dale, Paula Ann
It's sheer madness to drive sin automobile today without
Parker said there is also a posDavis, Linda Blackburn, June
the protection of
sibllity that they may permit
Perkins, Ada Nell Brooks, Oma
commercial sponsorship.
Tosh, Ma ry Nell Melton, Nita
"It would be only institutional
Rogers, Rita Rogers, Jerry PerCOMPLETE AUTOMOBILE COVERAGE
advertising, though," he added.
Herby
kins,
Faught,
Morse,
Larry
4/ BALL-BAND
and
nationally
sponsored,
"But
Sue Blackburn, Mrs. Mildred Davthen a sponsor carefully chosen."
is, Mrs. Carlton Blackburn, Miss
The finished film was actually
Imogene Wigginton, Mrs. Agnes
shot as an "audition" film in 48
Vinson, Miss Elvira King, Mrs.
Princeton, Kentucky
106 East Court Square
hours, he said. Three others are
Rebecca Rogers, Miss Bonnie Wil2825
now in production and a total of
Phone
liams, Mrs. Viola Baker.
six will be finished by Fall. It is
Mr. and Mrs. Jan Brooks have
expcvled the series will be exthe
bedside
spent several days at
anded to 52.
of his mother, Mrs. Roxie Oliver,
in the Caldwell Springs community. Mrs. Oliver recently suffered
a paralytic stroke and her condition is considered serious.
Mrs. W. M. Young, Mrs. Florence Parr, Miss Dorothy Parr,
Miss Imogene Wiggintion, Mis.s
Ada Leeper, J. E. Hillyard and
Mrs. Isaac Butler attended a special service at the Firsst Presbyterian church in Marion Sunday
night.

Cayce-Yost Has Just Had A New
Arrival!
In our effort to constantly improve our seed
cleaning plant, we have just added a

gammehetted

It's Safer

And Saner

Busch Cummins Insurance Agency

e Ideal Shoe For Summer Wear.
Washable Fabrics In
Colors galore
Price

Hart-Carter Disc Cylinder Separator
This machine is particularly recommended for
Kentucky 31 Fescue, Rye, Vetches, and mixed
grains. It is especially adapted for recleaning
grain; for seed as well as for resale on the
market.
Come in and see our new seed cleaning equipment at our plant on Cleveland Avenue in Hopkinsville.
We will have bags for Kentucky 31 Fescue
this season. Place your order now.
IN HOPKINSVILLE IT'S

CAYCE-YOST COMPANY
Seed Cleaning Plant

-

Phone Hopkinsville 1786

$395

Never In A Million Years... Would you find
beautiful
more
COTTONS

Mee

or a bigger collection — than now — tomorrow
at your Penney Store... in Princeton

Switch to America's
Economy Pickup-

• COOL WASHABLE CHAMBRAY -- SMOOTH BROADCLOTHS,
• FINE WAFFLE PIQUES, SMART EMBOSSED COTTONS,
•SHEER LAWNS, AND HOSTS OF OTHER PRACTICAL COTTONS!

West Kentucky's Most Complete Stock
and huge new shipments rolling in daily!
Each style a preview of tomorrow's fashions.

"Two Sensible Feature Prices"

590&890

ft ford F-I
Yup ItIO•111 h•rli
• 95 h p. 6.eyi

iaov 8 available it
mot obi cost.
V le rating Is
Os Body ea.
ly-45cubie

GIVES
MERICA'S NO. 1 TRUCK VALUE
OU BIG CAPACITY.--RUGGEO FRAME—
()

EXTRA VALUES

AT NO EXTRA COSTI

ere is oo full-Nso, new Pickup oa the market today with
Ford 6-cylia4er. 5-1 Pickup! Yet
lower list price hub.t
Ford you get so many ewes eakike, but at no extra cost
°dojo Noon truck Boyer knows skis. That's why so
Trucks. That's
at truck buyers are twitching, so Ford
industry's
kt Ford Tracks are tothratly making dm
Blest sales gains!
Come in sad see ns today. Get the huts tsa America's
1 Truck Yobbo, Over l79 diligent models to It your
itsb-4sosa light hey Pickups to 14541.4 11110
5%—and the oaly track Ilse I. America which gives
Your choice of 6-tyllador or V-I1 sower.

SIZES: 9-15, 12-20, 38-44
Half Sizes. A Size
For Everybody

AT NO EXTRA COST—

SIT ALL TVISI 10 EXTRA VALUES
I 40 CU. PT. BOOT CAPACITY Ike bare lames. tamed
leedlee Woke 55 ewe
PAYLOAD CAPACITY lee beery WA*.
14.
S. MOHO BOMB OW MAMA .411/ maw seeker
.1 2.45,
4. VI TO ISM SON MASS YON AMA ler Wier,
over One.
W OTOCIABOIP CUITC11 erla Ire pedal lad
O.
pleee peewees ler Wee bits weer, Ws rAppeee
G. OMIT MO 11111110111-aerdy 1.120 16.1.-10.• MOP

We urge you to shop at home. We know you'll
appreciate the tremendous selections, the fine
fabrics — the lovely styles and Penney's sensible
prices! Do it tomorrow!

141411111RIONT MOM ler
P. WIll=
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PENNE

Ford Trucking Costs Loss Becovso—

RD TRUCKS LAST LONGER

Pond Inas last laniporl
woks, 11115 haoresso oapotes pm*
Wool rogIsanallow dots on IIM/11,1110
MA.

RANDOLPH MOTORS
Phone 2028

'

•

Select Now
buy --

.1

ON EASY LAY-AWAY

OF COMAE
Aureimrirows
AU FREE
And Qtieldy Dow
In Our Own Tiller
shop.
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Parents Should Teach
Children Discrimination

developing
By Diiird-Taylof•MaTare - ------ tether- te -st way _of_
child rnay
• Parents -have a responsibility standards by which the
and bad ia
-in helping their chlldren to de- judge what is good
velop discriminating taste in their his radio listening."
A good radio program, says the
radio listening and movie and telUPA Radio Committee, should
evision viewing.
the interest of the listener;
Listening and viewing habits hold
as it entertains; crontribeducate
very
the
in
begin to develop
a healthy personality
toward
ute
be
to
young and children need
teach ethical, moral
t;
developmen
most
properly guided to get the
promote the
values;
cultural
and
profit and enjoyment from these
leave the
language;
good
of
use
media, say the United Parents
undisturbed,
emotionally
child
Association of New York City.
and be presented at a time suitThe UPA's Motion Picture able for the listening age group.
chairman,
its
through
Committee,
With respect to television, Mrs.
Mrs. Esther Speyer, emphasizes Belle Cosmides, chairman of the
picmotion
the
the necessity for
Television Committee, says:
ture industry to develop movies
"Now is the time for industry,
the
suitable for children. Among
educator and parent-public to join
standards suggested are: stories forces in securing only the best
and adaptations of stories writ- from what may well prove the
ten specifically for children; use backbone of educational processes
of exaggerated dialects to be in the future.
avoided; treatment allowing for
"Too few television programs
humor without recourse to the render a real service to the genbrutal and the vulgar, excitement eral public, and in the standards
without apprehension; appeal tc that UPA have set up for televithe child's sense of beauty and sion shows and films there is
humor, avoidance of adult love- broad scope for thrilling, honestmaking; utilization of moral and to-goodness escape and fantasy
Ethical values. The committee also for our children, and no reason to
sets as a desirable standard a resort to the type of killer-diller,
2 hours.
/
m3vie length of 11
blood-thirsty and machia vellian
Farents can help achieve these type of general telecasting offered
standards, says UPA, by encour- in programs today."
aging their children to see films
and programs on selected lists RICH TROTTER
New York — (AP) — The most
carried by newspapers and approved by a motion picture com- money ever won by a harness
horse is a single season was $74,mittee of pr'rents.
Family listening is ..n excellent 438 banked by Saunders Mills'
means of sutting ch oren on the Bangaway, three-year-old trotting
right track in radio listening, says champion of 1949. And the colt
Mrs. Estelle Berberian, chairman was out of the money in the richof the UPA's Radio Committee, est stake he raced for—the ;69,000
who adds: "It also helps parents Hambletonian classic.
to gain a better understanding of
Argentina averaged 260 pounds
the child's likes and dislikes. Discussion of programs which par- of meat per person in 1948, Urugents and children have heard to- uay 227.

Bargains!
• Good, used International H with starter, lights,
hydraulic lift and cultivator.
•International C -- Like new -- only been out a
few months -- with plow, disc, cultivator, mowing
machine and corn planter.
• Good B Allis-Chalmers Tractor with plow, disc
and cultivator.
•Good Case Tractor with two-bottom plow.
Two-row cultivator and disc harrow -- will be sold
at a bargain.
•Good used 38 Dodge Pick-up -- motor and
tires extra good.

C & L TRACTOR COMPANY

Cooper To Address
U. K. June Graduates

births in 1947.
A CoMment on population trend
Ten years from now there will
that has important linatkaTions be 2,500,006 mote children uP to
for many of America's business- 18 years of age in this country
men was released a few days ago than there are today. But in 1960,
fewer chilby the Census Bureau. The Unit- there will be 4,000,000
under five years of age.
ed States population, according dren
1,500,000 fewer between. five and
to the government bureau, is get- nine years old, but 5,000,000
older.
and
ting bigger
more between 10 and 14 and 3,Between April, 1940 and July,
more between 15 and 19.
000,000
increas1949, the total population
sidelight on the state
Another
of
number
ed 13 per cent, but the
was given
persons 65 years of age and over of the U. S. population
one of the nation's
during the same period increased recently when
biggest insurance companies re'
26 per cent.
rate among its
As of July, 1949, there were an ported the death
all-time
estimated 11,270,000 persons in policyholders reeched en
rate of 8.4 per
a
with
1949
in
low
group
age
over
and
years
65
the
per cent below
with women making up about 80 1,000, which was 2
recorded
minimum
previous
the
total.
the
of
per cent
cent below
On the other end of the age in 1948 and 14 per
ago.
scale, the estimated 3,581,000 live the death rate 10 years
Expectation of life at birth now
births in 1949 was the second bigwith
gest baby crop in history — ex- totals 87.8 years, compared
ceeded only by the 3,700,000 55.8 in 1929 and 34 in 1879-1889.
I etro t igers First
out by
Baseman Dick Kryhoski falls to the ground as he is tagged
Chicago White Sox Second Baseman Cass Michaele as Kryhoski
at
is trapped off first base, taking too big a leadoff in fifth inning
Wight
Chicago Sunday. Play came when White Sox Pitcher Bill
tossed to First Baseman Luke Appling (4) who joined in the rundown. Backing up the play is Shortstop Chico Carrasquel (upper
won
left). Action came in first game of a twin bill. White Sox
5 to 0. (AP Photo)
Naturalist John James Audubon
estimated a flock of passenger
pigeons near Louisville, Ky., in
Seasonal w or ker s, including 1813 at more than 1,000.000,000
those in the canning industry, are birds.
urged to obtain social security account number cards if they have
not done so. Pointing out that
many housewives and students
take sellSonal jobs, Jack M. Rucker, manager of the Paducah Social
Security office, stressed the importance of prompt showing of
the account number card to the
employer by all individuals engaged in such employment.
"During the summer months
thousands of housewives and students take commercial canning
jobs or other seasonal work covered by the Social Security Act,"
Mr. Rucker said. "Some individuals are under the impression
that a Social Security card is not
needed because they work only
part time. Such is not the case. A
Social Security card is needed by
ALL people working in jobs covered by Social Security whether
FULL or PART TIME.
"Employers," said Mr. Rutker, "are required to report quarterly to the Collector of Internal
Revenue the correct amount of
wages paid to each worker and
his or her social security account
number. Both the worker's name
and Social Security number are
needed to give the proper credit
on the Social Security Administration's records. If this is ncrt
done, the worker may lose certain benefit rights.
"Account numbers are issued at
our field office in the Post Office
Building, Paducah. Applications
may be obtained at any postoffice
and mailed to our office," Mr.
Rucker said.

Seasonal Workers Need
Social Security Cards

7(4`41ful
.. is flower splmied
cotton with self lattice yoke,full skirt,
butterfly bow sash.
Sires 12/20.
Grey/maize,
blue/pink,
ems'/rust.

John Sherman Cooper, former
Visitors may climb dory
U. S. senator now serving a
special consultant to Secretary of an ancient Indian eer
State Dean Acheson, will deliver chamber, or "kiva", at the
the commencement address to do State Monument,
members—Of tile University -et ,rtortiset-,Alhassisesque, ssei,
Kentucky's June graduating clam. loo. Wierd pictures on the
President H. L. Donovan announc- held particular significilut
ed last week. Commencement ex- the tribesmen who wuri
ercises will be held Friday night, pason gods here
June 2, at the University's new years ago.
15,000-capacity Memorial Coliseum. The 1,700 seniors who will

POWER LAWN MOWERS
Toro - Fairbanks Morse and Red C
from $79.95 up

Phone 155

West Seventh at

eland An
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It's our annual event and
this year it's bigger, better
than eyed You'll hove to
see the now, finer Frigid.
oire Appliances to appreciate how much more ralue
you get for your money.
Make a date now Come
in and see themi

4inceian

reamery

FRIGIDAIRE
Home Appliances
Big Deluxe Frigidaire Refrigerator
with Super-Freezer Chest
Here's brilliant new styling, new foodkeeping features,and the convenience
of a full-width Super-Freezer Chest.Interior trim is shimmering new Ice-Blue.
Has adjustable, rust-proof shelves,
- sliding Basket-Drawer, twin porcelain
Hydrators, porcelain Multi- Purpose
Tray, full-width Chill Drawer end the
famous Double-Easy Quickube Trays.

$299.75

$309.75
also Imperial. Master
and Standard Models
4 to 17 Cu. ft. —
starting at 8189.75

NEWEST IDEA
IN Y EARS I
Frigidaire `Thrifty-30' Electric Range
It's a new, wonderful range. It's big In
everything that counts and yet Is only
30 Inches widel Its giant thrifty oven
is big enough for 6 pies—big enough
for more oven dishes, bigger roasts—
end It uses amazingly We current.
Shelves adfust to 5 positions. Ironer Is

LEND MONEY

for

the painting, poperi
monthly payments wit
in or phone today. A
anaged the some day

Modell DM-90

waist high. Is lure to see this
wonder!
Pact thrifty, low-priced

• Look at It Outslchl Look at it health"' You Can't Matsh a Frieldalrf

W.Market Street

KNoW
WHAT
íA GOODS

Poplar and Munn Sta.
PHONE 3041

See Live-Water Action In action! See how
clothes get really clean — with rolling,
penetrating currents of hot, sudsy water
that wash clothes all the way through whhout pulling, yanking. All you do is put in
clothes and soap,set the dial, and forgetit.
After two live-Water rinsing', the RapidrySpin gets clothes so dry some are ready
for Ironing. See a demonstration of the
Frigidaire Electric Dryer and Ironer, tool

FIRE
INSURANCE
CALIf 2219
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Age
nee **rams
complete I
, tit W. Market at.

uM•kt- SAYTHEY

(Incorporated)

Only the Frigidaire
Automatic Washer has
Live-Water Action I

A soapy solution made by
pounding and soaking roots of the
Yucca plant is used by the Indians
of New Mexico for ceremonial
ablutions.

frank Eck
be the East
— It will
the-letirshe West in
Kentucky Derby at
the
Saturday,
Downs on
II
veteran jockeys,
j be twu
Arcayonkden and Eddie
stretch. It
ingdown the
from the west
your Host
from the east.
Prince
Hill
eryongden on Your Host
feeling that he will
e a
om'start to finish.
breaker
Is a slow
pr'
many
of a horse
kind
e
mile-and-athe
for
like
He comes
Derby distance.
Whirlaway.
a
like
hind
Texas-bred
we like the
colt that
chestnut
round, a
mara easily win all the

[TOR(MAOIlY

THE GIANT
THRIFTY OVEN GOD
CLEAR A CROSS I

Active volcanoes once existed
in nine sections of New Mexico.
U. S. Highways 613 and 380 both
cross large lava flows in this state.

ks Your I-1
Prince In
„

INSIST ON
HOPRINSVILLE

SEE THE NEW MODELS! NEW COLORS!
NEW GREATER VALUES IN OUR ...

Season tickets for the sevengame, 1950 home football Xthedule
of t h e University of Kentucky
Wildcats will go on sale to the
general public beginning July 15,
it is announced this week by the
UK athletic ticket office. Tickets to priority groups went on
sale Monday.
In an announcement now being mailed to nearly 30,000 former season ticket holders and
alumni, the University Athletics
Association set up three peroids
for the purchase of season books.
Mail orders will be accepted
during the first priority period,
May 1 through May 31, from
members of the University faculty and staff who held season
tickets in 1949; other 1849 season
ticket purchasers; donors to the
1945 financial campaign who
contributed $50 or more; original
contributors to the stadium fund;
active members of the Lexington
Salesmen's Club; and K-men in
football. The second priority period, Jung I through June 30, will
cover paid up members of the
IJK Alumni Association; financial
campaign donors who contributed
$10 to $50; and members of the
University faculty-staff not covered in first priority.
The general ticket sale for season and individual games will
start July 15, both through the
mail and by direct sale at the University football ticket office.

4,1950

IODS PONT ASK FOR
K OF WATER AT
ANYMORE...THEY

Mineral Water Baths for
Malaria, Rheumatism, Neuritis, Arthritis and Inflametory Rheumatism.
H. E. ROBINETT, Prop.
Dawson Springs, Ky.

y, MOY

Host. Hill Prince and

DAWSON--iffireBATH HOUSE

U. K. Football Tickets
To Go On Sale July 15

ttice

receive degrees on that day
prise the.largest graduates
in U. K's 86-year history.

'intonate FIN,
110 W. Market Stree
Princeton, Ky. DA

%
lest g
-Year
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Extra! Extra! Featurette!
DANE CLARK in "OVER-- THE WALL"
Newsreel
Color Comic

SATURDAY, MAY beil

PIE RANGE
RINGS WO
NIGN /
RDURE
O

eamery

STOP THE

DO YOU KNOW...

be rough. He figures to be flying NEAT BURGLARY
at the finish. All he needs is racWilmar, Calif. — (AP) — The
ing room, and if it comes up mud, burglar who robbed Mrs. Ann T.
'orse.
'awkins
be
will
Prince
Hill
MaYer's piggie bank was a careAll of Your Host's victories have ful fellow. He cut a small; neat
veen over fast tracks. Four of Hill hole near the slot, poured out the
Prince's scores have been in the $25 in change, and thoughtfully
slop. He's a superior mudder as replaced it on the closet shelf
was his sire, Princecuillo.
where it was kept.
Hill Prince has good Derby
background, as Bill Corum, Try A Leader Classified Ad! I
Churchill Downs Major_ Domo,
will tell you at his firsj Derby.
The Prince's dam, Hildene, was
sired by Col. E. R. Bradley's Bubbling Over, 1928 Derby winner.
Bubbling Over later sired Burgoo
for
King, Bradley's 1 932 Derby
winner.
• GOOD QUALITY
Hill Prince was foaled Feb. 20,
1947—seven days after Your Host • GOOD WORKMANSHIP
—at The Meadows, the farm owned by his breeder-owner, Christo- *GOOD VALUE
pher T. Chenery, near Doswell,
Va.
• IN GOOD TASTE
So we'll take Your Host over
Hill Prince with Middleground in
se*
the money on Derby Day. But remember- If rain slows the Louisville track it will cut doWn Your
Host's ,early speed, and give Hill
Prtneetes, Ky,
Prince a better chance to take all ‘Phone 3264
the money.

NV
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--Xaded -Attractions!."
NO. 10 "TEX GRANGER"
MERRIE MELODY COMIC

SUN. & MON., MAY 7-8 --

SHE'S A ONE WOMAN RIOT... Who
bows all abovt lore and ha litsctoo/

'Boide
-for Sale

Win a
beautiful new

"Ilan bullets?
--That harmful germs are more
potent than the atom bomb?

human life, comfort and
Do you know that the greatest menace to
sweeping the country and
happiness is the "grime wave" that is
professional laundry.
that the first line of defense against dirt is the

BU LOVA

hone

These are facts. On its record alone
the modern professional laundry
stands as the world's greatest
"grime detective."
Keeping the nation's linen clean,
destroying dirt and frequently
checking epidemics at the source,
thereby safeguarding public health,
is the work of this "grime detective."

Wamorcham Laundry & Dry Cleaners
Phone 2055

Free Delivery Service

ROBERTYOUNG
COLOR

Added Enjoyment!
FOOTBALL THRILLS

COMIC

Enter our clock contest. Cowe in-- '
registnr your norms on Ifi• blj
your clionce to win,
clock dial.
0 Watch obtoloNly FRfl I f
,
1/140

wow

PATRICIA KNIGHT
/06N BAILWIRY • -21111111 MOOD,
01:14.1•041

Mies
America

us
3 STOOGES COMEDY

17 break
5337$

THUR.& FRI., MAY 11-12 --

ese

we

orts!
TRAVEL IN COLOR

'Put Down

Horn,
uotIGLAS that
Ian Man I'm
Lauren BACALL in the Mood
for lover'
Doris DAY(...,

Kirk

The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfecied
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
, 1

\\

1.

\

yin

CAREFREE CREDIT TERMS

We pay all phone charges.

Princeton, Ky.

Slt EEL

-

SHOCKPROOF"(

Dead Stock
WANTED

Phone 3698

BRENT

HOW MUCH CAN A MAN
LEARN ABOUT A WOMAN...
AND STILL REMAIN

Henry (Sr Henry

. KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

GEORGE

old, MAX SAElt• GUS SCHILLING • (NAVIES ARNT

TUES. & WED., MAY 9-10 --

conga

tH

CLAUDETTE WM

MEMORIALS

--That dirt kills more people

44
.

10;010K

School Menus For
East Side Pupils

VINE WAVE"

Oi

TLINISI

cetaot
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YES SIR,
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Butler

EST IDEA
YEARS,

tip

AND YOWLS ROAR WHIN DIV
lifil
WI401.1 FAMILY GOES TO
COLLIN ON DADDY'S
O. I. SILL OF
001%.4°,

News From The Past

jriteitituiR FiNANCE. CURPORATION Of KY.

-,'Moster
Models

Nights and Sanday
12e and 40c

-rotlrotty-&-fRtDAY:-;--

— TWE MBLOWOROP--- The melon crops in4ue the cucumber, squash. cushaw, cantsloupe and watertnelon. As these
are "warm" croPs, their planting
time is not until the soil has become warm, usually between May
1 and May 15.
The ideal soil is sandy loam,
as it warms up readily and permits Ihe seedlings' easy breaking
through. However, any soil in
good tilth and with plenty of humus is all right. There should be
a "skip" of at least one year between planting all members of
this group.
The time-honored method of
making Nils ,Arlth manure or
commercial fertilizer does very
..well as far as it goes. but.the soil
•
beyond should be fertile to because the roots of all these crops
range as wide as the tops go. The
DEMONSTRATORS OVERTURN CAR: Jeering high school students surround an unoccupied car hills should not be high, merely
upset by demonstrators near City Hall-last week at New York, as thousands of teen-agers, de- an inch or so, permitting the rain
manding pay increases for teachers, were repulsed by police in their attempted march on Mayor water to run off and not cake the
soil.
O'Dwyer's office. (AP Wirephoto)
- Six to eight seeds should be
but horsemen who have, say he
dropped close together (to help
gives the appearance of a quizzieach other up), and covered onehalf inch, patted lightly. The discal, humorous and interested colt.
tance between hills should be: for
This peculiarity is caused by a
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and amoitions of those cucumbers and bush squashes,
disalignment of a vertebra forwho made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost three feet; for running squashes
ward of his withers. It causes him
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- and cantaloupes, five to six; for
to carry his head perpetually to
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader cushaws, six and for watermelons,
the right side. He was foaled at
The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re- eight to 10 feet. After the stripfeature.
Feb.
Calif.
Perris,
in
Mayer's farm
after the turn of the century, wrote them.
shortlY
porters.
ed cucumber beetle has taken its
Jan.
him
obtained
13, 1947. Goetz
G. D. Taylor ence McLin and Bergetta Clay- toll, final thinning should be done
1920.
1,
October
later.
years
24, 1949—almost two
a hill, except
He's the greatest horse to come has returned from Winchester, combe motored over to Dawson to two plants in
afternoon.
watermelons, one plant. The exout of the Golden West since Mar- Ind., where he has held a posi- Springs Sunday
•.•
cess plants should be cut off, not
vich, Ben Block's 1922 Derby tion with the Walsh Construction
July 6, 1920. Misses Nannie Cat- pulled.
winner.
Co., for the past three years.
For slicing and pickling, Long
lett, Willetta Claycombe, Minnie
Regarding Hill Prince and Mid•
Lester and Viva Hobgood, who Green cucumber is best. Or, specdleground, the former appeared
October 1, 1920. Miss Mabel are attending the Peabody school ifically tot slicing, use Straight
to be the best horse in the recently
attended the/wedding din- for teachers at Nashville, Teen., Eight; for pickling, National pr
Hoover
'twas
But
Memorial.
run' Wood
of Mr. and Mrs. Guy spent Saturday a n d Sunday at Chicago. White.Scalloped is the
honor
Arcaro
in
that
ner
not so. It happened
bush squash, but the running
was the hest jockey. He cut a cor- Larkins, of Madisonville, Ky., last home.
sorts, Golden Crookneck or
•
ner and save four lengths by com- Thursday at the home of Mrs.
July 6, 1920. 71,1r.* and Mrs. A. Straightneck have more flavor
ing through along the rail. The Sarah Pruett, of Princeton.
Koltinsky and son, Claudie, and and quality. Green Striped is the
• • •
early leader, Next Move, a game
daughter, Miss Rose Emma, will
and always new seed
NO TIME LIKE NOW
filly, drifted outolightly around
July 2, 1920. Ewing Shelby leave Sunday for a month's visit cushaw,
should be used to avoid the odd
the bend for home, carrying Ferd Denham and Miss Thelma Dento Denver, Colorado, and other shapes and shy meatiness that
TO FIX THINGS NICE --and Middleground, with Appren- ham, of Denver, Colo., are here to
wide. spend the summer with their fath- points in the west. They will make result from pumpkins close by
riding,
Boland
Bill
tice
WELL GLADLY HELP
the trip in their automobile.
crossing with cushaws. As for
Middleground lost at least two er, V. E. Denham.
cantaloupes, Fordhood (Netted
•
•
•
Prince
(Arcaro)
YOU WITH THE PRICE!
lengths and Hill
-J
Gem) is excellent, despite its lack
July 2, 1920. Miss Elizabeth
saved a good four. The time for
§
of color, but Hale's Best combines
the Wood was 1:43 3-5, fastest Wilson, of Auburn, Ky., is visiting
both quality and golden color.
Wood since Count Fleet's 1:43 in the family of her uncle, .1. H.
The Standard watermelons are
1943. However, in a truly run Leech.
• • •
Kleckley and Stone Mountain,
race, Middleground's Wood time
July 6, 1920. At the regular
at where there is no suspicion of
pupils
menus
for
betor
1-5,
Luncheon
1:43
been
would
have
".
or the wilt-resister. Ile ran the same distance in meeting of Princeton Lodge of East Side Grade School during wilt in the soil,
s-s`r.sx
Black Lea
1:43 2-5 five days previous against Elks. No. 1115 last Thursday the week of May 8 will be as fol- tant Dixie Queen or
may be used to be safe.
the Ilder handicap horse, My Re- night, seven were initiated into lows:
the mysteries of Elkdom, as folMonday
quest.
Corn pudding, blackeyed peas, ONE BAD STREAK
It mademihree straight seconds lows: Robt. Towery, Frank AdLEND MONEY for anything that will help you. We'll
Cincinnati — (AP) — The Cinfor Middleground, the King ams, Lee Hayes, Lee Beck, Her- candied potatoes, fruit salad, cup
cinnati Reds, who have opened
rice the pointing, papering or remodeling of your home on
Ranch's Hope for a second Derby. schel Stephens, Luther Sells and cakes, milk, butter and bread.
every National League season at
Tuesday
The Texas outfit won with As- Albert Shelby.
• • •
II monthly payments with as long as 20 months to repay,
Lima Beans, cream potatoes, home since 1890, have won 27 and
sault in '46.
July 6, 1920._ Charles Myers and slaw; hot rolls, jelly sandwich, lost 34 of those 61 games. LongThe chart of the Wood says the
e in or phone today. A loan for any helpful purpose can
est stretch of disappointment for
winner, Hill Prince, won easily Wilson Glen n, of Crider, and milk and butter.
Red leg fans came from 1933 to
Wednesday
• rranged the same day you apply.
but don't believe it. Arcaro was Misses Rose Mary Kaufman and
Turkey and dressing, green 1939 when the Reds lost seven
beating a tattoo on 'the Prince's Dorothy Mayes, of this city, motHowever,
right flank a 11 through the ored to Cerulean Springs Sunday peas, cream potatoes, salad, cook- straight tibiae openers.
the Rhinelanders won the Nationies, milk, bread and butter.
stretch. He won iidden out as afternoon. • • •
al League flag in 1939.
Thursday
they say at the oval and he was
July 6, 1920. Mayor M. R. Kevil
Piminto cheese sandwich, bakaway from Middledrawing
not
2881
PHONE
Research on radar, war-devel110 W. Market Street
ground, who was thrown off and Misses Rosalind Roach and ed beans, cherry pie, milk, butter
oped detection device, actually
Princeton, Ky. DAVID N. RIDEOUT, Mgr.
stride when forced wide down the Helen Morehead motored over to and bread.
began as far back as 1932.
Sunday.
Friday
home stretch. However, over the Dawson Springs
• • •
Turkey salad, greens, carrot
Derby distance, Hill Prince will
July 6, 1920. Garnett Smith, R. strips, jello salad, cookies, bread,
B. Ratliff and Misses Mary Flor- butter and milk.
k -- It will be the East are the Derby class. Oil Capipl,
e West in the 76th edl- a recent disappointment in a
he Kentucky Derby at Keeneland allowance race, might
Downs on Saturday, run a good race. He can carry the.
Derby weight of 126 pounds and
go a distance. Although a good
two veteran jockeys,
kden and Eddie Area- -breaker he appears no match for
Sown the stretch. It Your Host.
Host front the west • In the Keeneland race at seven
furlongs, Your Host won by ittore
ill Prince from the east.
than six lengths 4i 1:22 2-5, which
r Longden on Your Host is one
and three-fifths seconds
a feeling that he will
better than the former track rectart to finish.
0 is a slow breaker ord.
Jockey Longden,.who has ridkind of a horse many
and Australia this
e for the mile-and-a- den in England
year, says of Your Host: "He's the
erby distance He comes
Ind like a Whirlaway. greatest horse I have ridden since
Fleet." Longden won the
we like the Texas-bred Count
,Ind, a chestnut colt that 1943 Derby with Count Fleet.
Your Host is owned by William
oily win all the marGoetz, son-in-law of movie proHost, Hill Prince and ducer Louis B. Mayer who bred
the son of Imported Alibbai out of
Boudoir II, by Mahmoud. The colt
DS DON'T ASK FOR
is trained by Harry L. Daniels,
K OF WATER AT
veteran from Glasgow, Ky. DanANYMORE •THEY
iels, acting for Goetz, bought Your
51ST ON
Host for $20,000 in the fourth of
WON(KAMM
five Mayer dispersal sales.
LK!... VMM- SAYIn 11 races, the colt has won
THEY
seven and $226,370. After being
KNOW
unplaced in his 2-year-old debut
WHATt
GoODi he won four of his next seven
races, and was second in three
others. He won one of the others
but was placed second because he
swerved in the stretch in a mile
race at Bay Meadows last Oc'oher. He has won each of his three
outings as a 3-year-old In convincing fashion.
Your Host's big vyj,n was the
Santa Anita Derby last February.
His recent Keeneland score was
all the more impressive because
hehadn't raced in two months. He
has won his last four by wide
open daylight.
We have never seen Your Host

JA°

5

'Matinee (Tit 6 P. M
12c anti 34c
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By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
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(Continued from Page
By Charles Adonis
Those receiving blue er,
at- the
night
Friday
out
We
girls' demonstratior
the Tiger's Den that Billy Mc- Barbara Wadlington,
mar
Bowfrom
returned
'just
Ceiba
and Bonnie Lowry, layinwith an excellent • ttei
rating as‘liar
ing red ribbons were Su.
Childcraft, a set of books in, tone' voice belonging solely to washing
dishes; Anna lie
give
the
to
in
fourteen volumes designed
him. Ndt surprising us
sealing lids for -canning; 14,,
Birthday Dinner
complete guidance for 'parents least, though.
Allen Jones, cottage c
and teachers. of young children
Honors Mr. Beck
Speaking of voices, we are be- ads, and Doris George,
flo
Years,
has
formative
the
through
them,
with
-stocked
well
coming
rangement.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Beck, of Frebeen received by The Eagle for being serenaded the same night
donia, entertained with a dinner
Other
blue
ribbon van
review. Published bg Field Enter- by three of our outstanding athSunday, April 30, to honor 11.1.
the boys' demonstratioel
prises, Inc.; of Chicago, also pub- letes.
L. Beck, on his eighty-second
Ralph Mitchell and James
lishers of "The World Book Enbirthday. Attending were Mr. and
We were also honored Friday ell, contour dernonstratioe,
cyclopedia," the set is getting
"BeauMrs. Frank Wilson and children,
the
faces,
new
night with
receiving red ribbons aryl
good comment wherever seen.
Billy and Linda Sue, Mrs. Minnie
tiful Blondes" from South Jef- 'Crenshaw and Han*
This is a revised edition of the ferson street, one of whom will how to make a
Dunn, Miss Lilly Wilson, Mr. and
shoe scr
first issue in 1934 and is consid- represent o u r school at Girl's Gaydon Mitchell
Mrs. Dennie Freeman, Mr. and
and Jerry
improved.
In
and
Mrs.
expended
Freeman,
Mr.
and
ably
Mrs. Huel
State in June.
contour demonstration, g
value
children
and
daughter,
attraation
for
Richard Freeman and
We not only have honors but ribbon winners in both the
for parents -and teachers, it is get- also class distinction. You should and contour
June; Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Beck,
demonstratire
experts.
ting a top rating among
Mrs. W. S. Beck, daughters, Helhave seen the new green Pontiac tests will compete in the
en and Jane; Mrs. Mary Rick,
The set has 3,500 illustrations, that rolled up Friday night, and and state contests.
Mrs. Mary Hayes, Mrs. Margaret
1,300 of them in bright colors by aroused a lot of "Blow".
The Kiwanis Club"
Zuermuehlen, Mr. and Mrs. Ruswell known artists. Poems and
"Pre-Prom Prospects" plans small money prizes to
sell Xates and sons, Larry and
stories for children are drawn proceed for Saturday night. Date rated the
highest in
Jimmy; Mr. Hugh Yates, Mrs.
from the noted authors of both or NO DATE, let's all be there. Those receiving
these arias
Jennie McNeely, Mr. and Mrs. FINALLY GET LICEN E: Film Star Elizabeth Taylor, 18, and past and present times. There are
Yo'• columnist will be watchCharles McElroy, Mrs. Will Mc- hotel scion, Conrad (Nick) Hilton, Jr., were refused a marriage many drawings and diagrams to ing the Derby so keep all the Mary Louise Hunt, Ran..
Linda Joyce Kennedy,
Cann, Dr. B. L. Keeney, Mr. and license on their first try at Santa Monica, Calif., due to Hilton's add to the lucidity of the text.
hot news ready for his return.
Traylor, Doris Akers, Joao
Mrs. Charles R. Guess, Mrs. Eth- youthful face. They are shown above as they got it on the second
In add4t4on to the volumes deElla Mae and Dorothy
el Guess, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde try, for which he used an old driver's license as identification. voted to poems, stories, fairy
Utah will vote in the 1950 gene Bonnie and Marlene
Jones and children, Mary Eliza- They will wed Saturday in Beverly Hills. (AP Wirephoto)
life
in
other
tales and accounts of
eral election on a constitutional Margaret Ann Vinson, Mary
beth and Billy; Mrs. Mary Dorr,
lands, designed to train the child amendment to snake the office of Peters, Barbara Mae
Gurley, Ala., are guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Beck and
in appreciation of good reading, state superintendent of public in- Charlotte Akers, &rate
and Mrs. E. L. Williamson. They
children, Carolyn, Jimmy and
there are books on "Exploring the struction appontive instead of Young and Anna Bell
will return home Friday.
Holt
Bobby; Miss Robert Lee Beck and
World Around Us," "Creative elective,
• • •
Those sharing ih aw
R. L. Beck.
Play and Activities", four books
Mr. and Mrs. I. T. Shofar, Hopdemonstrations Were
Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Worrell,
kinsville road, have returned from West Main street, spent last week- especially compiled for the guid- makes parents and teachers more Wadlington, Bonnie Lowry,
Miss Garrett Entertains
solving
of
ance
in
problems
child
competent
instruments of guid- id Crenshaw, Harold
a visit to their daughter, Mrs. end with their daughter, Mrs.
With Luncheon
rearing up to adolescence, a vol- ance
Geydon Mitchell and Jerry
Harold Troutman, and Mr. Trout- Paul Johnston, and Mr. Johnston,
appreciation
to
stimulate
the
ume
Luncheon guests of Miss Kath- man, in Jericho, South Carolina.
in Louisville.
final
book
of art and music and a
arine Garrett at her home on Mrs. Sholar is the former Mar• • •
on science and industry. This exNorth Jefferson street Sunday garet Sholar.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
N.
H.
Talley,
Sr.,
plains for children all the modwere Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ratliff
IS
•
spent last weekend in Nashville, ern marvels at invention and proand Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Young.
/3r. and Mrs. K. L. Barnes and Tenn., with N. H. Talley, Jr., stu- duction.
daughter, Peggy, left today for dent at Vanderbilt University.
There is a simple indexing sys• • •
Leader Congratulates
Louisville, where they will attend
tem and the binding is in attracSaturday.
Kentucky
Derby
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ennis Futrell, the
Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor tive,
sturdy, washable fabrics.
104 S. Seminary street, on the
• • •
and Rumsey Taylor, Jr., spent last
birth of a son, Kenneth Wayne, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick von weekend in Nashville, Tenn., The entire intent of the set of
books is to mold children for latApril 26.
Olszewski have left for Louisville with Bob Taylor, student at Vaner life, to train them so that their
to attend the Kentucky Derby. derbilt University.
• • •
potentialities are available for so• • •
Mr: and Mrs. Hilton Chappell, They will occupy a box at Churciety when they become adults.
Star Route 5, on the birth of a chill Downs with Mr. von OlszewMrs. Gerald Baker and litlle
As the publishers say, boys and
son, Roy Eugene, April 19.
ski's sister and her husband, Col. daughter, of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,
girls go through high school and
lr
their
and Mrs. Carl R. Shaw and
visited her aunt, Mrs. J. L. Poole, often through college, studying a
Mr. and Mrs. James Theodore daughter and her husband, Major and Mr. Poole, West Main street, number of subjects.
Then they
OptiOA. &QC& fij.Ml.
Rogers, Route 3, on the birth of a and Mrs. William T. Hamilton, of last week. They also visited her marry and discover that the one
Fort Knox.
son, Edward Bert, April 23.
sister, Mrs. Homer Ray Patter- subject they learned the least
• •.
son, and Mr. Patterson, West about, was bringing up children.
•.•
In his light csqainst the fasciae's ci1
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Robert
Mr. and Mrs. Arch Martin were Main street.
n. 4
In the sense that they lack an
Thursday
Brantley, Marion, Route 6, on the in Evansville, Ind., last
Sickness and dis•ase. the Doctor
understanding of the problems of
birth of a daughter, April 17, at to attend a picnic given by the
Mrs.'Bernice
Davis and Miss parenthood, they become probdepends on his patient's co-opera.
Princeton Hospital. She has been Evansville-Stock Yards.
Nancy Stowers were visitors in lem parents who,
tion almost as much as he doas
educators have
•
•
•
named Shelia Kay.
Hopkinsville Saturday.
his knowledge 2nd skates a medi.
generally agreed, are often re•
•
•
M r s. Richard Ratliff spent
• • •
cal practitioner and Without you/
sponsible for problem children.
Mr. and Mrs. William Kelly Monday in Madisonville.
s, Mr. a n d Mrs. Walter Simons
These books give parents just
help his task Is doubled and proct
• • •
Sutton, Princeton, on the birth of
and son, Jon, of Oak Ridge, Tenn., about everything
the y nede to
less hinder•d. Help the doctor
a son, April 20. He has been namspent
last
weekend
with
her par- know concerning the paramount
Mrs. C. M. Wood, of Bethel
help you, by adhering to his aded Rex Allen.
Woman's College, Hopkinsville, ents, Mr. and Mrs David Stal- problem of preparing children for
vice. slay in bed when lie tells you
* * *
lings,
of the Lewistown commun- later life. There is in
spent last weekend here. Mrs.
tom enterto. sok, this medicine he prescribes
Mr. and Mrs. E ugene Allen Wood was returning from a two ity.
tainment and the basics of knowend reco,ery will be so•ody and
Tosh, Star Route 6, on the birth weeks' vacation spent in Indiana,
ledge.for children and, better yet,
00441pitl•.
of a son, Billy Gene, April 22.
When broiling meats or fish it's the ideas
Illinois and Missouri. At Columbewildered parents need
bia, Mo., she visited her daughter, often possible to broil vegetables to get them over the rough spots
WOOD
Potatoes keep best'when stored Mrs. Thomas Graham, and family. along with them; but be sure to of everyday
living with their chil• • •
in a cool, dark, well-ventilated
give the vegetables a generous dren.
DRUG
STORE
.de
place. The temperature should be
Dr. E. 0. Williamson and Mr. coating of melted butter or mar"Childcraft" unfolds a world of
PHONE 2475
above freezing but not too warm. and Mrs. M. G. Williamson, of garine first.
knowledge to r children and

afe
• Give Me A Day
Give me • a day—that's all—no
snore
With you as you were once before
And I have lived enough. I swear
It by the silver in your hair.
The sun has passed the mark of
noon;
It will be eventime too soon.
Grant then before it flickers out
There'll be one day to talk about.
Give me a day—I ask no more—
With you as you were once before
And you can draw the balance
sheet
And write my life off as complete.

Asher - Waugh
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee Asher
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Miss Dorothy Lee Asher, to Mr. Charles Howard Waugh,
Plymouth, Mich., son of Mr. John
A. Waugh, Detroit, and Mrs. Elmer Long, Upland, Calif. Miss
Asher is a graduate of Murray
State College and Mr. Waugh is
attending Wayne University, Detroit. The marriage will take
place in June.

Society Celebrates
Founder's Day
Members of the Beta Sigma Phi
Sorority entertained their husbands and escorts at their annual
Founder's Day dinner at the 41
Club near Hopkinsville Saturday
night, April 29.
The tables were lighted by candles and decorated with centerpieces of greenery and white
spring blossoms. Music was played throughout the dinner.
The address of welcome was
given by the president, Mrs.
Harold Rowland, and Mr. Shelby
Pool gave the acceptance on behalf of the guests.
Attending were Mr. and Mrs.
Glen Bright, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick McConnell, Mr. and Mrs.
John Aikens, Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Scott, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rowland, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rowland,
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Sam Koltinsky,
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Miller,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Williamson,
Mr. and Mrs. James N. Guess,
Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Paol, and
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Robinson.
-Misses Wanda Wadlington, Margaret Ann Cartwright and Joan
Berry; Messrs. Jordan Murray,
William Carey Henry and Norris
O'Connor.

Sunday national broadcasts of
When cutting a frosted layer
the Mormon tabernacle choir in
Salt Lake City are in their 21st cake dip the knife in hot water
before slicing.
year.

MRS. LILLIE BELLE CHILDRESS

the purchase of ARNOLD'S SHOP
in Princeton, effective May 15.

It's wonderfully easy
to achieve the decorative effect you strive
for — with wallpapers
selected from our
wide, tasteful assortment. Come see our
budget-priced group
now!

M.
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STEGER LUMBER CO.
Stupendous Va;iety!
Colossal Values!
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Week!

Mother's Day
May 14th.

This is Mother's own day. Make
her happy with her favorite gift - - flowers.
gala array of
summer sty/es in

Cut Flowers and corsages, all
the favorites.

WHITE LEATHER

IT
WHIS
.
oriel such as yee've
yew wiser. yew
roe
V-111v"hushead” to a w
Woo owl of Its 13-waY
le fer ford's love first c
mph resale value. Co

101 WI"IT
AT YOUR FORD DEAL

ANDOL
Ph
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Aiwa
Qo#i 01401 Btained4
We Have Sold Our Business In Princeton to Mrs. Lillie Belle Childress
And Are Vacating the Building Within the Next Few Days.

SUITS and COATS
lars worth of SeaNow
2300
sonable MerchanNow
2800
dise to be sacrificed
within a very short
Now
35"
time.
Now
4300
Thousands of dol-

A grand opportuni•

$35.00}
TO

ty to Save Real

$42.50
$45.00'

Folding Money on

-1303'

TO

Potted Plants in full bloom - - beautiful.
Hydrangeas, Geraniums,

$5.95

es Nee

Vellee

owl Sessealleme

Begonias - - - others.

4

Mother's Day Special, that now
famous mixed plant box that has
been pleasing mothers for years,
grown and arranged in our own
greenhouse. Full '''of plants that
bloom and bloom.

ALTON H.TEMPLETON,Florist

$49.95,
$52.50To
$59.95.
$69.95

Princeton Shoe Company

can be worn now
and time to come.

$79.95

EARLY SPRING DRESSES
Values to $15.95
Values to $25.00
Values to $32.50

$ 8.00
$10.00
$15.00

1

I

B LOUSES
Values to $ 5..95
43:.00°
$5
Values to $ 9.9i5
o $
nrill:v
..-$500
Values to $12 95
now

MILLINERY
Values to $ 5.00
Values to $15.00

PHONE 2556

MAKE YOUR'SELECTION EARLY

Merchandise that

MANY MORE SALE ITEMS
Come See!

I
I

$3.001

$5.043

dt„„a
Princeton, Ky.

nwner

i•
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k Door Has Little
In Modern Home

.11"7"1"Mr-rm""r".".""

Homemakers News
Crider

•

David G. Barettther
becipue

ritsbut
11 asd.
em
ri
d %mkt
a shoo
ell hod
units
rs in
de
ipets
tests,
is club
prizes
hest IA'
nil these
Hunt

tuning and gas fired
plants and gas or
in kitchens make it
er necessary to carry
t the back door.
g e disposal machines
o sink drains have elimhe need to carry garto back yard incinerato front curb collection
atie

and electric driers have replaced the clothes lines of the laun.r
.
•
dry Yard in many cases. .
Rear garden. terraces and patios and the popularity of outdoor living have made it more
attradtive to have a rear door
open from dining room or living room, rather than from the
•
kitchen.
The result is that couples and
small families find a back door
from a kitchen of little use. By
omitting it they gain wall space
in the kitchen for more cupboards and more equipment.
The space saved may accommodate a large refrigerator, food
freezer, dishwasher or washing
machine.
Although houses being planned along those lines are still
exceptions, the number being
DIGGING THROUGH .WRECKAGE: Survivors of tornado which ripped through Holdenville, Okla.,
built without the old fashioned
killing five persons and injuring 43. others, dig through the tangled wreckage of their homes in
search of b-longings.(AP Wirephoto)

kitit

question Is being asked
1,1 more frequently as
s plan rambling oneuses with kitchens openfront entrance foyers.
ins that modern equips robbed the back door
of its old utilitarian

washing Machines
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d D0
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HISPURRSI"
lot such as you've never found In a low-priced car will
you when you "Test Drive" a '$O Ford. For Ford's great
is "hushed" to a whisper, and "sound-conditioning" keeps
se out of its 13-way stronger "lifeguard" Body. And you'll
For Ford's low Brat cost, low upkeep and maintenance cost,
h resole value. Come In and "Test Drive" it, today!

°g0
T DRIVE" IT
AT YOUR FORD MAIM

D

NDOLPH MOTORS
Phone 2028

R THE GIRL GRADUATE
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back door is steadily growing.
An interesting example is. offered on the north shore of Long
Island, N. Y., where the building firm of Steckler dr Frank
is erecting houses in the $25,000
class on wooded hillside sites of
an acre and larger. Among 44
homes sold from plans, the majority are being built without
traditional back doors.
Leonard Frank, member of
the firm and head of the Long
Island Institute of Home Builders, traces the trend to city
apantmentt dwellers moving to
suburban houses.
"These home buyers," Frank
said in an interview, "not only
prefer one-story houses with all
rooms on one floor, apartment
style, but they readily accept
kitchens without direct outside,
access. They are used to receiving deliveries at the front-and
only-door dl their apartment
and choose to continue that practice rather than sacrifice kitchen
wall space."
This factor of wall space becomes important when kitchens
are placed at the front of a house
in order to reserve the rear for
window walls facing the garden
or woodland of deep lots. In such
cases a kitchen may have a door
opening from the front vestibule,
another leading to the basement,
a third swinging into the dining
room or dining area-and to add
a fourth door means a serious
handicap for the average size
kitchen.
Modern building costs also are
a factor. In one case where the
side wall of a kitchen adjoined
the attached garage, the cutting
through arid placing of a service
door from kitchen into garage
cost $75. Widening the garage by
three feet to relocate the base-

Tips On Tools Needed
For Working The Garden

"A plan for landscaping is essential", said Mrs. Ralph Griffin
and Mrs. J. C. Myers to Crider
Homemakers when they met at
the home of Mrs. Dick Son
ust 10 for their regular meeting.
Program discussion for the
coming year was the minor project.
•
Mrs. Clift led the recreation
period.
•
Present were Mesdames Leslie
Bright, Clifton pita, Hugh Yates,
Floyd Dunbar, J. C. Myers, Argel
Nelson, Ralph Griffin, A. D. McElroy, Dolph Williamson, Dick
Son and Misses Nell Guess and
Grace Adamson.
Visitors were Miss Wilma-Vandiver, Mrs. Bob Williams and Mrs.
Holt.

Church Choir To

Sing

White Named Delegate

Songs Of Mrs. Wood
Two original compositions of
Mrs. Frank Wood, of Princeton,
will be au ng at the Sunday
morning worship service of the
First Christian Church by the
0

II

To Kiwanis Convention
Charles J. White, treasurer and
charter Member of the local ,Kiwanis Club, win be a delegate td
the 35th annual convention of
Kiwanis International to be held

I• •

o K. V. Bryant, it is announced.
• e of the compositions is the
3rd Psillm, which was set to
tisk by Mrs. Wood, and the
ther is "Thanks Be To God'', of
which both words and music were
written by Mrs. Wood.

Mrs. Pedley Returns
From Memphis Hospital
Mrs. Gracean M. Pedley returned Tuesday from Campbell's
Clinic, Memphis, Tenn., where
she underwent an arm operation.
Her condition is reported to be
satisfactory.

Florida, Club President Edwin
Lamb announces.
UNDERGOES OPERATION
•
Mrs. May Morris, N. Seminary
street, underwent a major operation at Illinois Central Hospital,
Paducah, Tuesday. Her condition
Is reported to be improved.

Card Of Thanks

We wish to thank our many
friends a nd neighbors for the
kindness shown us during the illness and death of our loved one,
Thad Tandy.
We especially wish to thank
HOME FROM nosPrrAL
Local Student Honored
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Brown for
Mr. Dique Eldred returned Sun- their kindness.
At Agnes Scott College
day from Vanderbilt Clinic, NashMay you be so comforted In
Miss Betty Jo Linton, daughter
ville, Tenn. where he underwent your time of need.
of Dr. and Mrs. Frank T. Linton,
treatment for a week.
Sisters aid Brothers.
Locust street, was elected tressMer of the Aeneas Scott ChrisDaniel Boone led axmen blazing
Some 20,000 pioneers pushed
tian Association in a recent stuthe Wilderness Road through through Cumberland Gap
in one
dent body election.
Cumberland Gap in 1775.
saeson shortly after it was opened.
Miss Linton, a sophomore at
Agnes Scott, is a class cheerleader and was a member of the
sophomore hockey team

PURE BLACK PEPPER

By Cynthia Lowry
Assuming that men and women
are gardeners because they enjoy the work, it is also safe to
assume they are interested in
owning tools to make the Joys
of gardening as efficient as Possible.
Actually, you can get by with
a minimum of tools-but the tools
must be as personal to the gardener as his work shoes. A woman, naturally, likes light too*
slender handles. A stronger man
will pick bigger, heavier tools.
Getting down to bedrock essentials, you need a lawnmower, a
spade or spading fork, an irontoothed rake, a hoe, a trowel, a
small sprayer and some sort of a
hand-weeder,

For those who have wide expanses of lawn, enough money in Folk Festival
Founder
the bank and who are not mowing for exercise, a power-driven Visits Sisters Here
Miss Sarah Gertrude Knott,
lawn mower is a wonderful time
and back saver. There are gaso- founder of the National Folk Fesline and electric powered mowers tival, which is held annually in
DILL PICKLES, full quart
and the cheapest are in the vicin- St. Louis, Mo., visited her sisters,
25c
ity of $100. They do not, however, Miss Gladys Knott and Mrs. E. C.
PEACHES, evaporated, 1 lb. cello bag . . . 15c
mean that all the mowing can be Ransdell, Hawthorne street, last
ended with a once-over. There are week. Her home is in PhiladelMATCHES, Fire Chief, carton
still small spots to be cut and phia, Pa.
35c
edges to be manicured which can
ATTEND
PADUCAH SHOW
CIGARETTES, all popular brands, crt.
only be done by a hand mower.
$1.59
Mr. and Mrs. Billie T. Gresham
The beginner gardener can
CRACKERS, Dixie Belle, 1 lb. box
safely make his initial purchases attended the First Annual Barber
23c
-outlined above--at the local Show Quartet Parade at Tilghman
Auditorium
in
Paducah
SatLARD,
pure,
lb. 10c
hardware store. The only precau50 lb. can
$4.89
tion he should take is to predeter- urday night.
COFFEE, Triple R Peaberry, lb.
mine whether 'he works more
49c
comfortably with a light or hea- Woman's Club To Meet
MARGARINE, Del Grade, lb.
vier tool and whether he prefers
20c
ment stairs and to give them di- a straight handled or D-handled Here Friday, May 5
The Woman's Club will meet
rect access to a service vestibule implement.
CORN, whole kernel, No. 2 can
Friday afternoon, May 5, at 2:30
cost $1,000 additional.
Before many weeks are past,
3 for
25c
Paradoxically, however, there he'll be back in the hardware p. m., at George Coon Library,
is a new apartment project in store, money in wallet, shopping it is announced. Mrs. Warren
VEGETABLE
SOUP,
Tall
Boy,
25 oz. can . . . . 15c
New York City where kitchens for some of the other tools which Catlett is program chairman.
have separate service entrances seem almost essential to happy
VINEGAR, quart
10c
from the public corridors, This gardening.
VA Sponsors Appearance
once identified with luxury apartPRINCE ALBERT TOBACCO,can
Among the first items undoubt- Of Radio Stars Here
10c
ments, and the "back doors" serve edly will
be clipping shears and
Several national radio stars
double function since these new pruning
LIMAS, large size, doz
shears. Incidentially, it will appear here Monday night,
30c
kitchens have no windows. Inter- is cheaper
in the end to spend May 8, at 7:30 p. in., at Ogden
ior rooms, they are electrically money
TENDER LEAF TEA,
for good tools-particular- Memorial Methodist Church, unlb. box
25c
ventilated.
ly cutting tools. There are many der the auspices of the Veterans
Apparently these extra doors trick clipping shears on the marAdministration of the Hospital
can be afforded, for rents for two ket, some designed to permit the
bedroom apartments in this pro- gardener to stand up and clip by Unit, it is announced. These stars
are Bobby Del Rio, Helen Benner
ject range from $135 on the first way of a long handled implement. and Pat
B. Withroe. There will be
floor to $171 on the 15th and 18th My personal choice-and gardenno admission charge.
floors.
114
ing is extremely personal-are
In contrast, carrying charges clippers with a "squeeze" cutting they should get proper attention
SUPER LOW PRICES
,
for the $25,000 houses where so action. For pruning shears, small -cleaning, oiling and repainting
211
Shepardson
St.
Phone 2611
many back doors are being elim- size, I like a snubbed, compact -so that they will give long serlittle tool with a cutting edge hit- vice to the gardener.
inated are $135. .
ting an anvil edge. Oothers swear
Charter No. 3064
Reserve District No. 8 by the type with two cutting
blades.
REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE
A bamboo rake for leaves and
to uncover gently the mulched
flower beds is importnat. There:s
also a place for a broom-type of
rake with spring steel teeth.
OF PRINCETON IN THE STATE OF KENTUCKY,
No gardener can have too many
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON APRIL 24, 1950.
cultivating tools. A favorite of
PUBLISHED IN RESPONSE TO CALL BY
most gardeners is a three-prongCOMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY, UNDER
ed potato hook with long handle.
SECTION 5211, U. S. REVISED STATUTES
Small wheel cultivators aren't expensive and do a good job where
ASSETS
plants are in rows. In the cul1. Cash', balance with other banks, including reserve
tivating department, there are dibalance, and cash items in process of collection. •
687,035.49 amond-point hoes and scuffle
2. United States Government obligations, direct and
hoes for those who prefer a push ;
guaranteed
1,191,000.00 instead of pull to get rid of
3. Obligations of States and political subdivisions .
555,940 95 weeds.
4. Other bonds, notes, and debentures
33,000.00
Hedge shears are essential for
5. Corporate stocks (including $4,500.00 stock of Fedhedges, and a heavy pruning tool I
eral Reserve Bank)
4,500.00 makes the work of keeping trees '
6. Loans and discounts (including $962.41 overdrafts) 1,094,798.30 in
shape easier. Fertilizer and
7. Bank premises owned $1.00, furniture and fixtures
major seeding is easier accom$175.70
176.70 plished with a spreader. A water11. Other assets
58.81 ing can is the handiest tool for
,
12.
TOTAL ASSETS
T3,566,510".75
. transplanting purposes. There are
trowels of all sizes and shapes for
,t
various purposes.
LIABILITIES
A small sprayer is but an intro13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
corporations
$2,648,600.26 duction. The gardener will find
it worthwhile to invest in a pres14. Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
corporations
405,605,94 sure sprayer, a duster-and a
glass spray container if he pro15. Deposits of United States Government (including
postal savings)
42,400.62 poses to use some of the new
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions
197,678.18 chemicals which are rough on
18. Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc,)
2,487.24 metal.
It's almost impossible to get
19.
TOTAL DEPOSITS
$3,297,172.24
23. Other liabilities
100.33 along without a wheel-barrow,
and an assortment of baskets 24.
TOTAL LIABILITIES
$3,297,272.57 the size depending on what you
can beg for the local grocery store
and what you decide is light
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
25. Capital Shock:
enough to keep the sacroiliac in
(c) Common stock, total par $75,000.00
75,000.00 Place. And of course, hose and
IA
26. Surplus
75,000.00 sprinklers.
27. Undivided profits
You'll
need
flower
pots
HOSE
by
of
as44,237.68
Archer and Belle Sharmeer
$1.50 to $ 1.65
28. Reserves (and retired account for preferred stock)
75,000.00 sorted sizes, plant stakes, labels,
GLOVES by Hansen and Van Raalte
29.
$1.25
and
TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
to $ 2.95
a
hundred
on
and
e other
269,237:68
30.
items which will be acquired
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL ACCOSMETICS by Marie Barker
$1.00 to $ 2.50
slowly.
HANDBAGS in Light and Dark shades
COUNTS
117173$2.50 to $12.50
671117
The limit on equipment is the
limit of funds and Interest. The
HANDKERCHIEFS with dai nty handwork
.
$
.25 to $ 3.50
MEMORANDA
important thing to remember is
NECKLACES
to wear anywhere
$1.00
to $16.50
31. Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and
that tools should have a place and
Whatever
for other purposes
LINGERIE by popular brands
475,000,00
$ .79 to $ 8.95
you do... make
ARTHRITIC, RHEUMATIC VICTHAS
STATE OF KENTUCKY, COUNTY OF CALDWELL, es:
I, Henry Sevison, President of the above-named bank, do sol- Now Offered Taster, Looter Lading
this Mother's Day
emnly swear that the above statement is true to the beet of my know- Relief From
- Seated Paige
Her happiest yet!
ledge and belief.
Amain, nes uttlze-Coateir tablet
HENRY SEVISON, President
dos pot bave tottic.. ussi seta= fin
aidallsoh. Pain-relieving medicine ar
SAM KOLTINS/CY
Barnes will gift
carried
to intestine Strikes directly
DIANN E FARMER
at ids:onto, deep-seated pain and
CHARLES RATLIFF, Directors.
wrap ail Mother's Day
lairalM WWI& blood stresun.
Store
*ION ills add and spines soothing.
gifts
free of charge.
.
sifts se ea pain arsotrad
CORRECF-Attert:
Exclusive Ladies'
The
and *DAL Now TinsSworn ICLA1113 subscribed before me this lit day of May, 1950.
Goatee conissoessd. maid Ps-Pais.Hopkinsville
HELEN W. JONES, Notary Public.
161. *VW* ag
My Commission emir:414y It 11453.
CORNER DRUG STORE

1 oz.can

15c

QUINN'S GROCERY

First National Bank

Her
Day...
May 14
Mother

ildress
otrifitE
e

R

oney

A

se t h

deserves a gift as sweet and lovely as She is.
A few of Barnes great selection
Nrs. of gifts.
T t,tit

Give Her
Humming Bird
Nylons
51 gauge - $1.35
60 gauge - $1.65

New Summer Shades

RINCETON SHOE CO.

44

=

"••
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Hirohito Becomes
The People's Pal

County Agent's
Column

By William Jorden
Takamatsu, Japan — Emperor
o s ge mg to be-qTl. e a
campaigner.
He's shown that on his meeting-people tour of southern Japan. Oh, he's minor league by
Ainerican political standards. But
he's major league by those of
Japan.
The small, bespecatcled monarch of Japan's 83,000,000 people was a somewhat scared and
uncertain man when he began
the tours in 1946.
He had little idea where he
stood either with his conquerors
or his own people. There was talk
of abolishing the job of emperor,
or of trying him as a war criminal.
Advisers had suggested the
emperor get out among the people and be "humanized". Like his
predecessors since the earliest
days of Japan's history, Hirohito
did as he was told.
ROMANCE AT 96: David Van Dorn,'96, picks a rose in Long
Neither emperor nor the peo- Beach, Calif., for his fourth bride, Mrs. Camilia Barnard, 84,
ple knew what to do on those first
who eloped with him last week to Tijuana, Mexico. Van Dorn
tours. The people hadn't been alsaid it was her cooking that got him. "People say I'm crazy",
lowed to look on him and cheer
he added. It is the second marriage for Mrs. Barnard. (AP
before. But they caught on fast.
Wirephoto)
Hirohito had to be told when
to stop, ,when to walk, when to terest him.
acknowledge cheers of the crowds. • The feelings of the Japanese
His only comment was the ofttheir emperor have not been
repeated "Ah, soo," meaning "Is
much by Hirohito's rechanged
that so"
Look at him four years later. nunciation- of "divinity" or by
That early anxiety and most of the new constitution making the
Philadelphia — An Australian
the nervousness is gone. He re- emperor simply a symbol of state. who made wood chopping such an
You see that when you watch
acts without prompting, smiles
art that three kings commanded
and returns the greeting when the faces of eldoily Japanese
the crowds roar "Banzal" (Jap- lined up to pay their respects to performances is retiring—at the
age of 68—and going home.
anese version of "long live the Hirohito.
Peter McLaren was called to
At a reception held near here
king" meaning "10,000 years.")
The ' emperor still says "Ah hundreds of these old folks knelt entertain kings, but colleges and
soo," but he is becoming adept at on straw mats for several hours universities hired him as the
scientist of the axe.
ad lib comments and asking before his arrival.
The Melbourne-born king of the
As Hirohito passed, his subjects
questions about things that inbowed until their foreheads al- wood choppers became world
most touched, the ground. Tears champion in contests at Melstreamed down their cheeks bourne and Perth in 1905. He
last participated in Australia's
when they lifteditheir faces.
The younger Japanese, parti- annual world championship axe
cularly the men, were not so emo- swingtng contests in 1910. Later
tional. Among them were former he became such an undisputed
CHEAP MONEY TO
soldiers, sailors and airmen who master that he gave challengers a
FARMERS Through
signed over their lives to the em- 50 per cent time bonus. In thouTHREE RIVERS NAT'L FARM peror when they entered service. sands of contests he was defeated
They stood rigidly at attention on that basis three times. McLaren
LOAN ASS'N.
as the emperor walked by, then has never been beaten in the
Loans made on good farms bowed sharply. The onlooker United States.
from 10 to 33 years at 4% in- could feel that these men would
In 1908 his fame was so wideterest on amortized payments act again as they had in the past spread that Kaiser Wilhelm, of
past toward their emperor, "di- Germany, commanded a performance in Berliq. Three years later
vine" or not.
The emperor's visit meant lit- McLaren chopped wood at the beJ. D. ALEXANDER
tle more than a holiday from hest of King Edward VII of EngSecretary - Treasurer
school for the thousands of chil- land, and later made a command
Dial 3351 — Princeton. Ky. dren
who turned out waving pa- appearance before King George
per flags with the circle of the V.
Cornell a n d Yale universities
and Pennsylvania and Michigan
State colleges engaged him as a
forestry instructor. Yale's famed
coach of championship swimming
teams, Bob Kipeth, had McLaren
teach his swimmers the use of the
axe to harden their bodies.
McLaren has been a wonder in
the world of athletics for nearly
30 years, sine hee carried his vigPer Roll and Up
orous activity beyond his 40th
Over 900 Patterns
year. He annually appeared in
Carried in Stock
about 500 contests up to last year
—barnstorming the United States
and Europe.

King Of The Wood
Choppers Retires

SAN ITAS
Tape • Patcliing Plaster
Wall Rite

sun on a white field.
They haven't had time to understand-who the emperor is. To
them he is a phrase, "Tenno Heika", ("imperial majesty").
And when he passed they were
told to shout "Banzal", and they
did. But they will learn.
They will learn what their parents teach them. And so in time
they will bow like their older
brothers and sisters, and later
they will kneel on the straw mats.

This Nameplate
makes the Prke Remarkabk!
$1762
Sedan • • •
Chieftain 2-Door
. $1792
0 ,4 D00 sedes •
$1813
Chieftain
Sedan • •.
•
Chieftain 4-Door
swewnline, Sedan Coupe
$1908
$1162
illustrated) • • •
Coupe .•.
(as
extra on
Chieftain Sedan
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-Eight ts $69
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'Chieftain De Luxe
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a
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eotatroraitits doe to
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Ikon., option./ vary ie sorrows/beg
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Prkes P.,ridlereatials.
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State eyed CbI•ge MANI, “Wite.
trottportation
object 10
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Business Coupe •

Country Editors Back
Freedom Rededication

$1639

By R. A. Mabry.

Editorial Association. •
(Excerpt from Notes n the Kentucky Agrlcultur4, Situation
That Sunday afternoon at 3
prepared by the D artment of
o'clock the editors will hold a keMarkets and Rur I Finance,
dedication'...service and reaffirm
:Extension Division, University
"our faith in the ideals of liberty
of Kentucky.)
and justice on which this nation
.•
While the immediate future for
was founded."
the general level of business acgovernors
who
Of the 48 state
tivity 'seems bright, agriculture
have been asked to proclaim June
during the weeks immediately
rededication month,. 29 already
ahead Is apparently not in suce a
have done so. Others are expected
good position. Farm production
to follow.
costs continue high in face of sea. The 5,000 editors In the assoc:sonally declining prices for many
ation have asked ministers to use
of the farm products.
rededication sermons in each
Price spreads between grades of
church of the nation June 25.
slaughter cattle have narrowed
They will stress the theme in their
steadily since early this year, and
own editorials and ask other pubthis tendency is expected to conlication, radio stations, civic and
tinue during the next sixty days.
veterans groups to do the same.
Prices of the upper grade slaughThe 1950 convention of the aster cattle normally work lower
sociation will be held June 15-20
during April and May as marketat Providence, R. I. The trek to
ings increase. On the other hand,
Plymouth Rock will follow..
prices of the lower grade of cattle
Lester Williams, of Columbia,
MAIMED BY WIRE: Conscious, but with both hands and part of
usually remain steady or work
hit right arm burned away, George Earl is lowered to the Miss. ,co-chairman of the redediupward as marketing of
ground after coming in contact with a 4,000-volt electrical cir- cation committee, wants to make
these grades do not norcuit on which he was working in downtown Denver, Cole. The it a "pilgrimage of red•rdication."
mally increase during the period.
42-year-old lineman laid over a crossarm 35 feet above the street He sees a peril to the nation in
In addition, at this time of year
for more than half an hour after the accident before he was the "gradual loss of indMdual
there is a two-day demand for
freedom" due to the encroachrescued. (AP Wirephoto)
many of the cattle of the lower
ment of "big government, big
grades: (1) as slaughter stock
Really
Says
Do
Corns
and (2) as feeders and stockers.
Predict The Weather
With favorable spring weather
and good pastures, some strengthWashington — (AP) — Your
A band of 52 pieces made up of
ening 'of prices of the lower
boys and girls from six schools corns may sometimes be able to
"Time heals all
grades may occur during the next
tell you what the weather will be
wounds" but the -fisixty days because of the demand is being sponsored by the 4-H if you know how to interpret the
Council in Owen county.
nancial scars of an
for stockers and feeders.
messages they give you, accordautomobile accide nt
Ed Mabry and Ramon Elling- ing to the National Association of
Demand for beef, which was
comparatively slow during most ton of Rowan county recently Chiropodists.
can linger a long
of March, is expected to increase bought beef bulls at a cost
time unless erased by
"You don't have to be superof
somewhat during April.
prompt insurance setstitious to believe that your feet
$1,000
each.
Hog prices usually move seatlement. If you deal
different before a change in
feel
Fulgrain oats furnished an
sonaily downward during April
through this agency
weather," said Dr. William J.
and May. This pattern may be ex- abundance of winter pasture on Stickel, executive secretary of the
you are assured of
pected again this year as fall-far- the state prison farm in Lyon association. "There is a scientific
that.
rowed pigs come to market in county. There was little winter- basis for it. One of the factors in
larger numbers during the next killing.
atmospherAdrian McClanahan of Scott weather forecasting is
two months.
ic pressure, measured by the rise
county
has
a
well-establishe
d
Because of larger numbers,of
and fall of the mercury in a barosows farrowing during August stand of brome grass and alfalfa, meter. When the normal air presand
is
planning
to
sow
more.
and September of last year, the
The Hancock County Farm Bu- sure surrounding the body
supply of hogs marketed this
changes, it disturbs any painful
spring may be considerably larg- reau distributed more seed of Ky. area, such as a toe with a corn on
er than last year. Sales at lighter 35 tobacco than of all other varie- it in a tight shoe."
weights may bring receipts to a ties put together.
Mrs. Ira D. Withers, homemakspring peak earlier than last year.
A University of Missouri study
The corn-hog ratio stood at 12.3 ers landscape leader, is offering found that cows produce the most
on a Chicago basis for March, as a prize for the best improved farm milk in temperatures of around
compared to 15.3 a year ago. Pres- entrance in Barren county.
degrees.
Homemakers clubb members 50
ent indications are that the corn
About three of the Indians in
have
pledged
$5,000
toward concrop, assuming average yields,
North America in Columbus'
will be smaller than last year, and structing a -Farm Bureau building time lived
in the present U. S.
at
Hopkinsville.
if such is the case producers of
The Garden group in the Carter raising $900 to defray the expenhogs may expect prices for corn
to be nearer loan rates than last county homemakers clubs is plan- ses of sending a club girl to
ning to landscape the, courthouse
year.
Fed-lamb prices usually are grounds at Grayson.
Many Henderson county farmgenerally steady during April, at
about the same level as in March. ers will ignore corn-acreage alThis condition is expected this lotments and decline government
year, although there is some indi- price support.
Arthur Thomas Wilkerson, 4-H
cation that fed lambs have not
been moved out of feed lots as boy, received a' calf worth $150
Yes, and best-tasting RC is
rapidly as in most years. If this is at a drawing at a Hart county
super-delicious with this recipe
correct, receipts of fed lambs may
Homemakers clubs in Webster
be somewhat larger during the re- Angussale
mainder of the season than would county are giving financial support to the Red Cross and the poSLICE
HEAT
normally be expected.
frankfurters
in spice
The 4950 early lamb crop is es- lio drives.
Nicholas county
into small
barbecue
timated to be about 2 per cent
women,
disks.
sauce
larger than last year. This is the through their homemakers clubs,
first time in the last 9 years that raised funds to equip a room in
SERVE
the early lamb crop has shown an the new county hospital.
McCracken county 4-H clubs frankfurter bits and sauce on
increase over the preceding crop.
However, the crop this year will displayed gardening and canning
large potato chips
still be well below the 10-year equipment, clothing and other
materials showing club work.
average.
Drink Royal Crown Cola
The farm price of butterfat and 'Letcher county 4-H clubs are
whole milk sold for manufacturing likely will be sustained near
present levels by the Government price support programs. The
average price of milk sold for
bottling purposes will decline
further as the season of flush
milk production occurs, and higher proportions of the graded supply will be sold for manufacturing uses.

business and big labor,"
His co-chairman is flow
Fowler, of •Mansfield, Hsu
two chairmen will lead e
tors em a tour of Ni.'. ,
and Nova Aeotia in th,
tween the end of the
and the June 25 ceremony.
Lerwick is the capitil of
Shetland Islands, northern
part of Great pritain.
WALKER HAS IT

FIRST AID SUPPLIES and
SICK ROOM NEEDS
WALKER'S DRUGS &
JEWELRY
Princeton, Ky,
DW

KEACH'S in Hopkinsville
FOR
HOME

COMPLETE
FURNISHINGS

MARA'blaliV61/411

The Board of Supervisors will be in

session for two days May 11 and
May 12 to make adjustments where

property has changed ownership.

TO OPERATION
Adelaide, Australia — (AP' —
Dr. C. A. Moody was competing
in a sailing race recently when
he saw a Union-Jack flying halfmast from his club shed flagpole.
This meant he w a s wanted
ashore in a hurry. He dived overboard, swam to the shed, performed an emergency operation
in a nearby hospital, returned to
his yacht in a rowboat, and finished third in the race.
SWIMS

STOMACH SUFFERERS
C441141.1 De Luxe 4-dtror, Slx.Cyliweier Sedan
(herhedhei white Aiwa!l thee and hamper echos swards)*

KITTENS
-Long Beach,.Ca,lif. — (Ap,
Her 14-year-old
rt
hes given birth to' its
says Mrs. Carl Van Ste,
If Annabelle—that's it
had had a litter of three, as
_ would
cat had only two this time, ••
wait until next July," gay,
Van Steenbergen. "Annabelle
two families a year, one in Isa
one in July."

Ky. Farm News

The annual festival of Up-Ilelly-Aa in the Shetland Islands is
believed by some to go back to
Viking days.
The doomed person in a legal
execution in Utah may choose
death by hanging or before a firing squad.

Price is one thing. And these days it's mighty
important. liagt even more important is raw yam
gr:Jar year money!
Most people realize this—that's why more
people are buying Pontiac,today than ever before.
They have studied the automotive market and
found that no car as good as Pontiac is priced
as low.
Pontiac is the lowest-priced straight-eieln in
America. Pontiac is the lowest-priced car offering
GM Hydra-Matic Drive. Pontiac offers you •
choice of Silver Streak engines. And Pontiac is unquestionably the most beautiful thing on wheels.
Dollar for dollar, you can't beat• Pontiac!

Plymouth, Mass. — Editor of
America's Country papers, -weeklies and small dailies, are going
back to Plymouth Rock June 25
under the auspices of the National

ONE CAT--69

GET AMAZING RELIEF
The
HARVEY STOMACH
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today —
there is no need to tuner. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tablets, SOLD ONLv AT
. „MVO PlIgA_FTWIL
nuricrrark ILT.

The Stores of Princeton will close at noon
Thursday, beginning Thursday, May 4.
This closing will continue through the months
of May, June, July, August and September.
One Drug Store of the city will be open during this period.

Princeton Retail Merchants
Association
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Hobby Easy When. Given
Head Start With Kits
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College Suggests
Methods To Reduce
Work In Dairying
Dairymen could reduce by half
the time and work required in
o eratin their dairies if they
would plan their work better and
make changes in buildings and
equipment, says the College of
Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky.
Using stop watches, the colleges economists found that under ordinary methods used in
dairies, feeding, milking, cleaning
stables, washing utensils and
caring for milk required 120 to
150 man-hours a cow a year. Then
they worked out a system whereby this time was reduced to 50
to 70 hours.
One plan includes letting cows
run in "rest sheds," instead of
holding them in stanchions. Milking is done in a "walk-through"
milkingroom. The cows eat their
grain while being milked, and receive roughage and silage in their
loafing and sleeping quarters.
While there are several kinds of
"walk-through" milking arrangements, one that handles four
COWS abreast is recommended.
An advantage of the rest shed

biles or airplanes that will fly.
B Adelaide Kerr
u most or the matte
New York — Even if. you
think you are "all thumbs," you signed to appeal to home hungry
;ruing painting job can be
can have a hobby now. It has been Americans provide work to beauif you have the right immade easy for you with dozens tify the home. And all the work
s to start with, and emof different kits that give you— can be done there too. There are
ew simple tricks used by
all in one box—tools, rules and a paints for china and glass, which
•nal painters.
shove down a road so well map- can be fired to a permanent finust thing to do when
ped that it is virtually impossible ish in your own oven, set to 300
degrees for 15 minutes. Plaster of
the seasonal painting
to get lost.
Paris figurines now in the market
lound the family homeAll the materials you need are can
be treated the same way to
to select the right brush
in the kit. Clear-cut instructions
ornament your bookshelves. Or
job. New nylon-bristle
direct every move. Patterns for
you can melte your own, ceramics
now on the market are
tracing set the design. Your part
vases, bowls and
—statuettes,
by many painters beis to follow the leader.
such—and fire them in the home
their uniformity, longSuppose you hanker ko Carve, oven, too. Or paint designs on
qualities and smoothness.
but you don't know how to begin. your draperies and curtains, and
or
nylon
choose
you
ther
For you there is a kit with blocks set the color permanently with
Us brushes, here are some
of Far Eastern stone—jade, ebony as iron.
easier:
job
lake the
and other shades with marble
One of the most popular hob'ills: The 4-to-5;inch wall
markings—so soft it can be cut
for men is woodwork—refinbies
the most popular size.
carve,
with a penknife. You can
ishing old furniture pieces and
strong stroke and work
file, drill, sandpaper, oil and polbuilding new. If that is beyond
sO that the paint does not
ish It to make chess men, book your ability today.
re the adjoining strip is
ends, ash trays and a lot of other
One New York clerk, who
things.
thought he was completely "butilings: Use a semi-dutch
you
job
careful
If you do a good
ter-fingered"' when it came to
e brush for painting ceilcan turn out something astonish- work with his hands, succumbed
paints.
water-emufsion
h
ingly handsome.
to the rainy-night lure of a kit
painting ceilings, work
Or suppose you love color and that produced a little wooden oldip less paint on the brush
long to paint, but you can't draw. world cart, designed to hold
e shorter strokes. This
To your paint kit you coo add a plants at the kitchen window or
paint from dripping
lithograph of a painting you fruit for the children. In no time,
various
postures
assume
Bathers
GES:
PRAY
GA
IN
BATHERS
e handle.
of worship during Hindu observance of the Kumbh Mela, in would like to make and a canvas he was back for a second, a third
pes and radiators: Use a which they bathe in Ganges river at Hardwar, India, every 12 with the outlines of the picture and a fourth.
died oval or round brush. years to cleanse their souls of the impurities of life. Most bath- faintly drawn on it. You paint
"What's the matter?" asked the
tors paint from the inside ers stay in water only long enough to pour water on their heads in the outlines. If you need more
store manager. "Did you spoil
time, trouble and clean- three times
canget
can
you
that,
than
help
and pray. "(AP Wirephoto)
those others?"
vases marked off in numbered
"Spoil nothing!" said the clerk
oldings: baseboards and etc., can be finished with a clean
sections a n d correspondingly
2-inch trimmer, edge by using a 1 or 11
/
• a 2 or 21
numbered capsules of paint. In- indignantly. "My mother saw
2-inch flat
/
el brush. Other narrow or oval sash brush. A heavy piece
structions say "Paint capsule 10 mine and she wanted one and my
sister-in-law saw hers and she
h as window sashes, sills, of cardboard placed against the
in Square 10."
wanted one and now my couwindow_ panes will lessen the
Nobody pretends to call it Art.
And sin .. "
problem-of paint smears on the
fun.
if
call
people
of
lot
a
But
Extension of electric and teleglass.
many have found hobbies like
phone lines to farms all over the
For table tops, cabinets and state and greater use of machin- this a fine remedy for the Wish-I- U. K. Coliseum To Be
small flat surfaces: A flat var- ery aod home equipment have in- was a millionaire blues.
Dedicated May 30
"More and more people are
2 to terested 1,375 boys and girls in
/
nish or enamel brush, size 11
Families of the 9,333 Kentucof
especially
3 inches, is most in demand. enrolling in the National Home turning to hobbies
who lost Keir lives in World
the model kit type," says Irwin kians
When painting a table, turn it up- Improvement program.
be honor guests at
S. Polk, president of Polk's Model War II will
side down and paint the underThey are helping to wire homes, Craft Hobbies, Inc. "Shorter dedication exercises of the Uniside and legs first. Then turn it
hook up telephones, install home working houts have given them versity of Kentucky's Memorial
upright and paint the top, doing
appliances and operate tractors more time. Slimmer pocketbooks Coliseum May 30, President H. L.
the edges last with a small brush.
and other modern machinery.
make them want some amuse- Donovan announced last week.
If you do not wear gloves when
Hundreds of girls have become ment which won't cost much. The dedication ceremony for the
painting, pack soft soap under skilled in redecorating homes, inpublic auditorium
And wartime work taught a lot state's largest
cluding floor sanding, painting, of people the pleasure of work- also will serve as a baccalaureate
upholstering, installing cupboard ing with their hands. They find service for approximately 1,700
shelves and closets, as a result of an answer to all these in the mod- U. K. seniors, largest graduating
class in the University's history.
their club work.
el kit hobby."
speaker will be Dr. DanEdward Miller, former presi- Principal
"Enthusiasm displayed by the
iel A. Poling of New York, presi4-H'ers is inspiring parents to•'dent of the Model Industry Assodent and editor of the Christian
cooperate in carrying out long- I ciation, a trade group, reports
Herald.
range plans for improving their substantial increase in the sale of
farms and homes,” says a report hobby kits in the past year. And
Loch Sloy, at an elevation of
of the 4-H Deportment of the Col- Edward T. Hall, founder and difeet in the Scottish Highlands,
800
Universal
Home
School
of
and
the
Agriculture
of
of
rector
lege
of the largest hydroEconomics, University of Ken- Handicrafts, says lots of retired is the site
people, and others, have made electric plant in the United Kingtucky.
their hobbies yield pay dirt to dom.
your fingernails before you start: help support them.
and the paint stains will wash out
If what you want is play, there
easily.
is plenty for you in kits of model
NECK YOUR NOME NOW I
To avoid paint-spotted door- ships, airplanes, automobiles and
Tip.Top shop* ..;th
r horns is what you maim if ... keep yours Ii
knobs and hinges, coat them with trains, with a ready made buildiod,c chock-up.
vaselMe,before you start to paint. ing start. You don't have to be a
it mood Outside Paint, Interior wall finistwo or wallpapse
Pointiog 5.
Here are some additional tips whittling expert to build ship
floors nwed refinishing? ... How's the woodwork? Nowd
Your
basiment se/sport?
to help you actiieve a professional Models any more. You can start
Shorwin.
at
in
...Stop
prices
ans Topfly Nome fisof !woods! All at low
job:
with a hull already carved and
Headquarters
Point now !
ill:toms Point Service Contsw today
t
1—Before you start to paint, set the rigging to produce a miniFor
fill in small holes with patching aure schooner. Spanish galleon,
greasy
,
or
an
and
brig
.
wash
plaster,
what
pirate
yOu
With
will.
WIXTRILATIR
a correspondingly stimulated start
spots with soap and water.
2—Dip the brush into the paint you can build railroad trains and flopkinsville BA.
Phone 3226
only half the length of the bristles. a model town and play tycoon or
Princeton, Ky.
3—Tap excess paint off against create a fleet of racing automothe opposite inside of the can.
4—Paint as swiftly as possible,
using uniform up and down
strokes on walls.
It
WWI you bwy hows• paint. aA youtsoll ...h
5—Don't poke or jab a large
it covet further..latt loner
/114140 ...
5.
antron
paint
brush into the corners. Use a
and sort lass? Then SWP hoot*
Associates
Skip reerOng and
ft.,.
every
advantage
vow
small trimming brush.
Sis Baker
Aart painting NOW vritt. SWP H0055 PAINT.
. 6—Don't forget to spread cloths
or newspapers over floor and furniture before you start to paint.
Over 40 Years We Have Stayed and Paid
7—When the job is done, clean
your brushes thoroughly before
ptting them away. Use any commercial cleaner or thinner not
containing tar acid.

4-H'ers Enroll In
Improvement Plans

or loafing area Idea, over stan.
chlons, Ii that the same loafing
space can be used for sheep and
beef cattle as well as for milk
cows ,where the farmer wishes to
shift from dairy to beef or sheep.
Building t Hi 5 Lan be
attaching the milkroom and milking area to the tobacco Darn.
The colleg e's investigators
found It possible to reduce the
time, w_ork and walking necessary

Dial 8211

OVER 3,500 CONTRACTS Some of Largest in
The Country

INSPECTION AND ESTIMATES

WITTY AND CARL
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
0. BOX 256

*41FillO

PHONE 775-W

gy

4
the store where you buy.... Out
reputation has been built on continuous
years of service and we intend
to keep building.

redonia, .Ky

beauty and serviceability. ... Every single
piece of TOWLE Sterling is authentic
in design... and will provide a
lifetime ofpleasure.

the price

is right. . . . You may start
your Towus Sterling with a single teaspoon,for
as little as $2.95, or with a six-piece place setting,
which can cost as little as $24.50.
Such a smallinvestment for the years ahead.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

Ferguson Tractors

Let us show you our complete selection
of TOWLE Sterling patterns and pieces.
We are anxious to serve you.

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency

Among its other duties, the U.S.
Coast Guard provides vital
weather information to ships and
airplanes.

- - - It is the dependable,
General Electric, as everyone knows, is the Finest name in electric appliances - - - And what is it that makes that name?
price, you cannot boy
of
Regardless
Appliances
of
low
ALL
upkeep
Electric
operating,
General
low
service,
tong lasting, perfect
not
the best?
why
get
for
good
pay
a
name,
You
Electric.
General
by
made
those
than
Appliances
better
General Electric costs no more.

PRINCETON LUMBER COMPANY
S. SEMINARY ST.

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry

TERMITE SPECIALISTS

Dealer

HOUSE
PAINT

Specialty

These facts
are important
when you're choosing
your Sterling

. M. YOUNG
is Chalmers

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

in all operations of a dairy. In
some iruitanees, walking could be
reduced from 28 miles a cow a
year to 15 miles or even less, they
declared. •
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Mrs. Byron Williams
Seriously Injured-in

iamasco Boy Dies
In lantern Blast

Automobile Accident
The condition of Mrs. Byron
Williams, who - wasjured in an automobilo accident
at Bordeau, Tenn., near Nashville,
Friday afternoon, is reported to
be satisfactory, relatives report.
Mrs. Williams received a scalp
wound and internal injuries when
the automobile in which she was
riding with her husband and infant son, Byron Greer, collided
with an automobile that pulled
out on the highway in front of
them. The Williams were enroute
to Nashville to consult a specialist about the baby, who has been

Brother Drives Noble
Harper To Princeton
In Flaming Truck

A lantern blast fire in adjoining Lyon county Friday night
took the life of an 11-year-old
boy and burned three other members of his family, one of them
seriously.
The boy, Noble Harper, died in
a Hopkinsville hospital Saturday
after his brother made a 12-mile
dash in the family truck with the
wheels afire in an effort to reach
a physician with the youngster.
Mr. Williams and the baby
George W. Harper, 56, the boy's were not seriously hurt.
father, was burned about the
hands in his effort to rescue the Livestock Market
lad. Mrs. Ethel Harper, 51, the
Cattle prices at the Princeton
boy's mother, also was burned
Stockyard were approximately $1
and Mrs. Myrtle Harper, the boy's
higher this week compared to
sister-in-law, was burned serthe previous week.
iously.
1216
HEAD
Mrs. Harper said her son went TOTAL
Fed Steers ....$26.00 27.50
to a garage near the house Friday Long
Fed Steers .... 24.00 26.00
night to light a lantern used to Short
Quality Butcher
Medium
brooder.
keep chickens warm in a
21.00 24.00
Cattle
Myrtle went with the boy, who
24.00 26.50
apparently struck a match which Baby Beeves
18.50 20.00
set off the explosion in the Fat Cows
13.00 17.50
Canners & Cutters
lantern.
16.00 27.00
Bulls
The parents rushed to the build- Stock tattle
26.00
2200.
ing, where flaming -gasoline was VEALS
scattered on the boy and his sis- Fancy Veals
29.00
ter-in-law and to the truck, park- No. 1 Veals
27.80
ed in the garage. The parents
25.70
No. 2 Veals
were burned in attempting to Throwouts
20.60
rescue the pair.
HOGS
Noble was put into the truck 200-230
17.00
and Myrtle's husband, Woodson 235-280
16.00
Harper, a brother of Noble, sped 285-350
15.50
to Princeton, a distance of 12 355 & up
15.00
'miles from the scene of the acci- 120-155
14.60
dent. Mrs. Myrtle Harper was 160-195
16.25
Roughs 350 & under 14.00
Roughs 355-450
13.50
Let No Grave
13.50
Roughs 455 & up

Be Unmarked
Enduring Quality Memorials
Moderate Prices
Dial 2640
Write or Visit
ALLEN
Monumental Works
Dawson Road at Center St.
Princeton, Ky.

Classified Ads

taken to a Princeton hospital,
where her condition is reported
serious.
When a telephone cell from the
Harper home came to the office
of Dr. Ralph Cash, the physician
was out of his office. An acquaintance, Gil Candler, volunteered
to find the physician by the time
the truck reached Princeton.
Ironically, Cander who is the

B. P. 0. ELK
REGULAR MEETING

TO NIGHT
7 O'Clock - Lodga Room
All Brothers Plan To Attend
Hillery Barnett, Sec'y.

POLICE CHIEF 'EXECUTED': Benjamin Gitloe (with pistol), "general secretary of Communist
party", prepares to execute Police Chief Carl Gewess, after he refused to follow orders• from
"Reds". American Legion members acting as "troops" stand by in city hall at Mosinee, Wis.,
•
this week as part of a mock "Communist Day" celebration. (AP Wirephoto)
Hereford Association'
To Hold Fall Sale In

October At Otter Pond
Members of the West Kentucky
Hereford Association voted unPlant Will Provide
animously at a recent meeting
here to hold the association's fall Space For 64,000
Hereford sale in October on the
Bushels Of Corn
tram of Ray Martin and sons in
The construction of 20 bins for
it
is
community,
Otter
Pond
the
the storage of corn under governannounced.
The Spring sale for 1951, it was ment loan is under way on pinpdecided, will be held in Paducah erty leased from the Princeton
the first part of April.
Warehousing company, through A.
Members,also voted to elimi- P. Day, according to an announcenate 1,4 T,Jitio of three females to ment this week by Willis S. Trayone boll'at all futwee sales, it wart lor, chairman of Caldwell County
said.
Production and Marketing AdSale manages for the October ministration.
sale were listed as Bill Martin,
The chairman said each bin
Otter Pond, and Curtis George, will have a capacity of 3,200
Princeton. The sifting committee bushels. Total capacity of the 20
of sales managers is composed of bins will be 64,000 bushels.
Dorris Lovell, Boyd Powell, HorThe bins are being constructed
ace Owen and Walter Ruby.
by PMA for the Commodity Credit Corporation because of the
KPA's Mid-Year Meet
acute need of storage space
f o r government price-supported
To Be Held At Ashland
Campbellsville - The Kentuc- crops, Traylor stated. Corn under
ky Press Association will hold its loan in Caldwell and surrounding
annual mid-year, meeting June B counties will begin to fill the bins
to 10 at Ashland. The place and after July 1; however, crops not
date were announced at a meeting under government loan will not
of the association's officers and be placed in these bins now or at
executive committee, meeting any time under the present priceover the week-end at the Green' support law, he added.
According to Traylor, 26 farmrilrer hom e of J. P. Gozder,
ers in Caldwell cuunty have loans
Campbellsville publisher.
totaling 16,398 bushels on their
father of Mrs. Myrtle Harper, did 1949 crops of corn. The loan rate
not learn until later that she was for the 1949 crop in this county
involved in the tragedy.
is $1.50 a bushel.
•
Funeral services for Noble
were held at 2 p. m. Sunday at
the Blue Springs Baptist church, Seniors To Be Presented
near his home.
Awards At Class Night

Red Front Offers
LAUNDRY BLEACH, Best White
32 oz. bottle
10(
TOMATOES, Ladoga
No.2 can
2 for
GREEN BEANS &
Lee, No. 2 can"TIT°ES'
2 for Nancy 25(
PEAS, Handy
3 for
No. 2 can
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced in
syrup, No. 2/
1
2 can
3 for
CORN,Pennysaver, white cr. style
Co. Gentlemen
No. 2 can
GREENS, Nancy Lee, Kale, Mustard
or Turnip
18 oz. can
HOMINY, Scott County
No. 2 can 9c
3 for
25(
OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice
lib.
20(
LOVING CUP COFFEE,
lb. 67c
3 lbs.
1
'$199
BROOMS, Liberty five sewed
each
BUCKETS, Galvanized

25(

29
(
50(
10(
10(

89(
59c

12 quart

CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver River
No. 2 Can
IRISH POTATOES, Nancy Lee

221(

No. 2 can
PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
32 oz. jar
LIMA BEANS, Larsen's fresh
green
can
BABY FOOD, Gerber's asst.
strained
444 oz.
can ..
CHERRIES, South Haven, red sour

12k

55(
1 5(

8

39(
2
19 oz. can
pitted
AMERICAN CHEESE FOOD, Fisher's
2 lb. loaf
POP CORN, Sunburst
10 oz. can
12
NAVY BEANS, Choice Band picked
4 lbs.
43(
LOVING CUP TEA
% lb.
BROOMS, Clean Sweep, five

69f

49(

sewed
each
MOPS, white deck linen, Tidyup
No. 16
12 oz.

SUNSHINE MILK
tall can

89(

39(

10(

Fresh Fruits And Vegetables
APPLES, Winesap,
3 lbs.
SWEET POTATOES, Red Porto Rican
pound

29f
10(

LETTUCE, large 4 doz. size
head
LEMONS, large Sunt
lib
doe.

15(
39(

Meat Specials
GRADE A BEEF SALE
ROUND or SIRLOIN STEAK,
(BUCK ROAST,
lb.

19(

BEEF SHORT RIBS,
lb.

AP
_AL

PMA Constructs
20 Storage Bins

45(

0
A
,"
f
ga

Awards to lie offered to deserving Butler High School seniors
at Class Night, 'which will be
held Tuesday, May.. 16, include
the Rose Goldnamer award, given annually to the student making the highest average in Englist for the four years, and the
Lucille Baker UDC award of five
dollars to the student writing the
best theme on "The Facts of the
Confederacy."
Other awards will be given for
scholarship, citizenship, h ome
economics, music and athletics.
The Rumsey Taylor Athletic
award, which is a silver cup, will
be presented to the pupil chosen
as the outstanding athlete of the
year.

Deaths & Funerals

Let us haul arid
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety LIME HAULING:
Robinson Imlime.
your
spread
glass cut and installed In all
plement and Motor Co. Dial
cars. Williams Texaco Service
43-3te
Imessea,Coener YU= is main.
tie
Phone 557.
FERTILIZER SPREADERS: We
FOR SALE:High quality leaped.are now dealers for the Etee
purcent
Flow spreader. Ezee Flow will
per
99.78
Test
seed.
za
spread a fly fertilizer in any
ity; 93 per cent germination.
condition in any amount-UniAlso Ladino clover, certified
formly and accurately-withand commercial Ky. 31 fescue.
out clogging or money back.
Fredonia Valley Seed Co. Dial
32-He
Robinson Implement and Motor
4212 or 4202.
43-Ste
Co. Dial 2053.
FOR SALE: Choice Holstein and
have
Guernsey heifer Alves. T. B., TOBACCO GROWERS: We
on our floor for display one of
Bang's tested, Six to ten weeks
the Bemis transplanters. Come
old. Price delivered by truck
to your farm: Six weeks at $45. In and let us show you. Robinson Implement and Motor Co.
and ten weeks at $55. Delivered
43-3tc
on approval In lots of five or
more. Some one year and two
for it
Subscribe
CHILDCRAFT:
year old heifers. Write or wire
Parent
yrs.
1-14
children
for
Merlin J. Rux, Muscoda, Wisand child guidance. Serves as
38-8tc
consin.
summer school work. Mrs. H.
EXCAVATING: Roads, ponds,
C. Lester, dist. mgr., 908 North
Jefferson St. Dial 3788. 43-tfc
grading and basement digging.
Can dig basements after house
FOR RENT: 3 room and bath
is built. For estimate, call Madapartment. Unfurnished. Modisonville 34 3 W. Satterfield
ern conveniences. Water and
42-4tp
Bros.
heat furnished. Henrietta
FOR SALE: If you don't know
Apartments. Phone 3573. 44-1tc
used cars, be sure you know
SEE me for a complete line of
the dealer. For clean, used cars
advertising specialties; book
in all price ranges, see Ranmatches, caleedars, fans and
dolph Motors. Ours are A-1.
pencils. Barney Jones. Dial
Ford sales and service. 36-tfc
44-2tc
3261. Princeton, Ky.
YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano,
not overhead, at Dye Piano Co.,
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky
32-47tp

Mrs. Minnie H. Laveque
Funeral services for Mrs. Minnie Hubbard Laveque, who died
Monday at Princeton Hospital
from a heart ailment, were conducted at Morgan's Funer al
Home Tuesday afternoon, May 2,
at 2:30 p. m., by the Rev. J. F.
Callender.
Mrs. Laveque had made her
FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
home with her brother, George
Cruiser control, shift to ScottHubbard, of the Bethany comAtwater. Warm up in neutral
munity.
shift to reverse and forward. 4
Burial was in Perry cemetery.
h. p. 5 h. p. and 7% h. p. with
shift. Williams Textaeo Serviaire'
Mrs. Willie Jones
StationP1um and Main St.
Funeral services for Mrs. Willie
Phone 2445.
tic
Jones, who died at her home in
Farmersville Friday, April 28, WATCH MAKING: All makes and
models; clocks, jewelry repairwere held at Morgan's Funeral
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
Home Sunday afternoon, April
"Pete" Russell, certified watch30, by the Rev. Porter Cole, of
maker. 203 N. Harrison St.
Providence.
33-tie
Mrs. Jones, who was born in
1888, is survived by her husband; WALLPAPER
SALE: One-half
a brother, L. L. MeC-hesney, Chiprice on wallpaper of over 300
cago; a daughter, Mrs. Mildred
patterns to choose from. Joiner
Taylor, of California, and a sister,
Hardware Company, home of
Mrs. Sherrills.
Red Spot Paints, Princeton,
Cedar
Hill
Biel& was in
Ky.
29-17tc
cemetery.
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
and Electrical Supplies, visit
Thad Tandy
Stallins and Kennedy Electric
Funeral services for Thad TanService, 124 E. Main St., Phone
dy, 65, who died Wednesday night,
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
April 26, after a long illness, were
tic
conducted at Brown's Funeral
Home Friday afternoon at 2:30
One of the world's oldest highp. or., by the Rev. L. J. Knoth, ways, the Appian Way in Italy,
who was assisted by the Rev. J. was built in 312 B. C.
T. Cunningham.
Survivors a r e three brothers,
Charlie, W. H. and Roger Tandy;
and two sisters, Mrs. Hyland
Mitchell, with whom he made his
home, and Mrs. R. L. Jacob.
Pallbearers were nephews.
Burial was in Tandy Cemetery,
near Princeton.

WYJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky.,

Week Days

LOST: Gold link bracelet
bring to Leader office,
reward.
FOR SALE:Seven-room h
cated on an improved
Phone 3745, Princeton.
TBE FREDONIA SEED Co...
,offering a complete field
vice to the seed prod**
coming harvest time. ydo
rash the field, we c .„
clean and process at
terms. Make your an
early. Current denuad
the supply of field seed&
Fredonia 4202 or 4212.
- -Executor's Notice
A 11 persons having
against the estate of
Holland, deceased, will
them to me for payment °nor
fore June 1, 1950, properly
en; and all persons In
themselves indebted to thi
estate will please come I
and pay their accounts.
Mrs. Mamie Holland, Fa
The first Rose Bowl f
game was in 1916.

than even most "sixes"

40 C., timi sonic type
"eight" now to be teem!
In Autarkies corstflest errs
the only V-111 erten* In *it fewprice bold. Tot ford brines yea
lids engin* fer hundreds less Men
aunt "sloes."

•

MST DRIVE" IT AT
YOUR FORD DEALER'S

RANDOLPH MOTOR

Vanderbilt A Cappella

Choir To Give Concert
The Vanderbilt A Cappella
Choir will present a concert here
at 1:45 p. m. Monday, May 8, at
Butler High School auditorium
under the direction of Director
Cyrus Daniel, who will be assisted by Miss Joann Pickering,
flutist. Miss Pickering is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Pickering, W. Locust street.
Princeton will be the last stop
for the group now on its 1950
spring concert tour, K. V. Bryant,
Woman's Club To
Butler band director, said. He
also said that Miss Pickering, a
Beautify Marble Court
Plans are underway for beauti- sophomore at Vanderbilt Univerfying Marble Court, under the sity, is a former member of the
sponsorship of t h e Princeton Butler band.
Woman's Club, it was reported
Tuesday. The court was mowed ATTEND PILGRIMAGE Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sevison atthis week and a fountain has been
Ordered to be centered there with tended the annual pilgrimage to
a concrete fish pond to be built historic homes in Holly Springs,
surrounding it. Boxwood hedge Miss., last week The event is
will be planted around the edge sponsored by the Holly Springs
of the court, which is located at Garden Club.
the cross-section of E. Main and
Try A Leader Classified Ad!
Hopkinsville streets.
-

The All NEW
Up-to-Date
Revised and Enlarged
WEBSTER'S NEW COLLEGIATE
DICTIONARY
New large page size - new
type-new plates! This up-tothe-minute dictionary includes
hundreds of new words covering man's increased activity in
every field. More than 125,000
entries; 2,300 terms illustrated;
clear, concise, easy to understand definitions, 1,230 pages
printed on specially made thin
paper. THUMB-INDEXED
for Maids reference. Price $6.00
and up, depending on binding.
See it here today!

CORNET
(Incorporated)
OFFICE - SCHOOL - ARTIST SUPPLIES
ROPKINS'VILL'E, KY.,

For Class
'ities
mencement To Start
..y Night
.1 Program

With

May 18

nrement activities ,4
will begin
, High School
nos May 14, when the
Thomas, pastor
J. Holland
Church, will
first Baptist
baccalaureate address
the
',members of the graduauditorin the school
at
s program beginning
awls Guy Nichols, princiannounced.
the school,
Gatton, superintendent
.ville City Schools, will
-the commencement adthe school auditorium on
Clifton
y night, May 18.
rintendent of Caldwell
Schools, and Floyd Jones,
of the board of educediplomas to the
„ present
..,
seniors:
Barnes, Wanda Nel• Brown, Marlene
Diann Carter, Minnie
Catrenight, Sara Crayne,
'g, Edith Hogan, MyrDolly Kennedy, Jet-y, Wanda Riley Sherill,
Sigler, Amanda Terrell,
Traylor, Mar ie VanBarbara Williams, Doris
Akridge, Noel Davenport,
Menser, Louis Pidcock,
Rogers, Burton Strong
11 Vinson.
Nelson is valedictorian
and Miriadean Barnes
'n. Mrs. Guy Nichols

Bonds

iwolliew
/.41‘

ial Service
are nearing completion
, annual memorial service
Ray-Crider-McNabb Post
Veterans of Foreign Wars,
V. MeCaslin announced
„service will be conducted
auditorium of the Butler
at 7:30 p. m. Monday,
B. The public is cordially
to attend the service, Mcsaid.
Martin
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Sturgis Meet
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nan Church
attending a
t of the Princeton
PresbySturgis a r e the
Rev.
.A. Loperfido,
Frand Wood,
1, naa, Walter
Towery and
.11 blood. The name
of the
1100 Will be changed
to
"Kentucky
Presbytery of
-*Irian Church
U.S.A.
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From Hospital
L Martin, Illinois
Central
• r, entered the I. C.
Host Paducah yesterday for
red stitches from
an eye
', which be
underwent
two weeks ago. He
is ex, to be able to
return to
won.
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annual class play will be
Bell T
on Tuesday night, May
the annual all-day picnic In Pri
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McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete
111 W. CT. SQ.

listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.

Accepts Position
Hopkinsville Firm
Lillian Rae Barnes pr
has accepted a position in
lice of Cornette's Gifts
kiniville. She assumed her
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